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ABSTRACT

The Snail protein fuctions as a transcriptional regulator to establish early

mesodermal cell fate in Drosophila. Later, in germ band-extended embryos, Snail is

considered a pan-neural protein based on its extensive expression in neuroblasts. The

evidence presented in thesis links snail expression and fuction in CNS. Cloning and

fuctional characterization of a novel snail homologue , in Drosophila are also described

here. Clonig of this gene worniu (Chinese for snail), revealed that the neural fuction of

snail is masked by this and another closely related gene escargot. Both Escargot and

W omiu contain zinc fInger domains that are highly homologous to that of Snail. These

three members of Snail protein family are redundantly required for CNS development.

Although not affecting formation of neuroblasts, the loss of expression of these three

members correlates with disruption ofNb asymmetr and division. Downstream targets

of Snail protein family, in these processes, are inscuteable and string. In mutat embryos

which have the thee genes deleted, the RNA expression of inscuteable and string 

signifIcantly lowered. Consistent with the gene expression defects, the mutant embryos

have loss of asymmetrc localization of prospero RNA in neuroblasts and nuclear

localization of Pro spero protein in ganglion mother cells. Transgenic expression 

inscuteable and string together, in the snail family deletion mutant, effciently restores

the Prospero expression in GMC , demonstrating that the two genes are key tagets of

Snail in Nbs. Like in the mesoderm , in CNS Snail fuction depends on interaction with

dCtBP co-repressor. These results suggest that Sna family of proteins control both



asymmetr and cell division ofneuroblasts by activating, perhaps indirectly, the

expression of inscuteable and string.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Overview

The development of a single-celled fertilzed egg into a highly organized multi-

cellular adult is a complex process involving series of coordinated events to ensure

proper positioning and differentiation of progenitor cells. Drosophila melanogaster

embryonic development is one of the most intensely investigated and therefore fairly well

understood. Many of the paradigms of developmental processes were discovered in

Drosophila. These paradigms have been proven conserved through evolution, even with

distict differences in the characteristics of early embryos between Drosophila and other

species. Hence, it is not unexpected that gastrlation, the developmental process that

transforms a blastua into a multi-layered embryo with thee germ layers (mesoderm

endoderm and the ectoderm), has also been studied in detail in Drosophila embryo.

Many transcriptional regulators and signaling molecules have been identifIed that

play key roles in varous developmental processes. With increasing genomic information

it is more of the rule than exception that importnt regulatory molecules identifIed in one

species have homologues in other species. A good example is the mesoderm' determinant

snail which was identifIed in a large-scale screen for genes that were essential for

Drosophila embryonic development. Embryos that are homozygous for loss-of-fuction

of snail exhbit defects in the invagination of the presumptive mesoderm and retraction

of the germ band (Orau et aI. , 1984; Nusslein-VQlhard et aI. , 1984). The morphogenetic



defects lead to the formation of a highly twisted embryo , which normally develops into

larva with well-defIned cuticle pattern (Fig. 1.1). Subsequent molecular analysis revealed

that the protein contains five zinc fIgers and fictions as a DNA-binding transcriptional

regulator (Boulay et al., 1987; Ip and Levine, 1992a; Ip et al. 1992c; Mauhin et al.

1993) (Fig. 1.2). The Drosophila Snail family includes thee other closely related zinc

fmger proteins, Escargot, W orniu and Scratch (Whiteley et al. 1992; Hayashi et al.

1993; Roark et al. 1995; Ashraf et al. , 1999).

This thesis describes our recent understanding of the role of Sna family of zinc

fmger proteins in Drosophila Qentral nervous IDstem (CNS) development. Durg

development Snail is expressed in embryonic CNS and PNS. However, in the absence of

a clear CNS phenotye in snail mutant embryos, any role of Snail durg neurogenesis

remained intractable. In this thesis a novel Snail homologue in Drosophila is described.

IdentifIcation of ths new family member was pivotal in elucidating the role of Snail in

CNS development.

Chapter II describes the discovery, cloning and expression pattern of the most

recent addition of a Sna family member, Wornu (Chinese for Snail). Wornu was

discovered while performing a blast search of Drosophila Genome Project database for

genes with high homology to the C-terminal zinc fIger coding sequence of Snail.

Another member ofthis family, Escargot (French for Snail) was discovered earlier in

enhancer trap screens. snail, worniu and escargot genes are positioned within 150kb in

the 35D region of the left arm of the second chromosome. DefIciencies in this region, that

uncover all three genes , show a severe CNS developmental defect. The evidence



presented in ths chapter predicts that Sna protein family is involved in CNS

development, at the time when GMC is formed.

Chapter III is a continuation of the work presented in chapter II. Here, the

mechansm of how Sna family regulates CNS development is described. The evidence

presented shows that Snail and W ornu are expressed predominantly in Nbs and fuctions

to control neuroblast (N) asymetr and division.

Chapter IV describes the phenotye of wor mutations. The complementation

group of 
1(2)35Da represents hypomorphic and post-embryonic lethal alleles ofwor. The

lethality is probably caused, in par, by a larval brain morphological defect. Shown in

here is that both the brain phenotye and the lethality can be completely rescued by wor

transgene. Therefore wor have post-embyronic developmental role in CNS.

Together, work presented in ths thesis establishes a clear role for Sna family of

proteins in Drosophila CNS development.



Figure 1. 1. Cuticle phenotype of Drosophila larva homozygous for loss-of-function

mutation in snail. The wild-tye (WT) laral cuticle has evenly spaced ventral denticle

belts and the larae have normally extended body shape (panel A). One of the phenotyes

of snail mutant is the loss of germ band retraction, which resulted in the formation of a

folded, snail-like embryo (panel B).
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Brief account of Drosophila embryonic development

The Drosophila egg develops in the female gonad, where many maternal RNA

and proteins are deposited in the egg. The maternal contrbution allows the embryo to

develop past first 2 hours of development known as the cleavage stage, to form the

blastoderm. Durng blastoderm cleavage, nuclei of the zygote undergoes 13 divisions

without cytokinesis (known as syncytial cycles), with each division cycle lasting about 10

mins. After cycle 8, a few of the nuclei move to the posterior end of the embryo; these are

the precursors to the germ cells. At cycle 10, most nuclei move to the embryonic cortex

and undergo thee more divisions (so far total 13 divisions). Cellularzation then occurs,

with the cortex invaginating to encircle each nucleus and the cellular blastoderm is

formed. Durng the cellular blastoderm stage, the embryo consists of an epithelium of

approximately 500 columnar cells surrounding the yolk, and about 35 pole cells

attched to the surace of the epithelium at the posterior pole.

Gastrlation is the earliest morphogenetic event in development of multicellular

organsms (Leptin, 1995; Leptin, 1999). Gastrlation leads to the transformation of a

single-ceIl-layered blastula into an embryo of thee germ layers, mesoderm, ectoderm and

endoderm. In Drosophila, gastrlation occurs approximately 3 hours post fertlization.

Durng Drosophila gastrlation mesoderm invaginates followed by the invagination of

the anterior-posterior midgut, bringing about the formation of the endoderm. Germ-band

extension and then neuroblast delamination follow. Cells that remain in the periphery

become the ectoderm (Costa et al. 1993; Leptin, 1999).



The invagination of the presumptive mesoderm is a particularly well-studied

morphogenetic process. The ventral fuow arises from the invagination of a band of cells

approximately 60 cells long and 18 cells wide spaning the ventral midline of the

blastoderm. Within the ventral cell population of a central band of 10 cell wide, only

ventral most cells , flatten their apical surace, then the whole band of cells constrct

apically while their nuclei migrate to the basal side (Leptin and Gruewald, 1990;

Sweeton et al. 1991). The cell shape changes lead to the formation of ventral fuow

(Leptin, 1995; Leptin, 1999).

Maternal Genes in Development

There are four different maternal genes systems that control early development in

Drosophila anterior, p6sterior, terminal and dorsoventral (St Johnston and Nusslein-

V olhard, 1992).

Anterior-posterior axis is determined by a series of morphogens that diffuse

through the syncytial blastoderm embryo. Bicoid is a representative of the anterior genes

system. bicoid RNA is synthesized within the nurse cells in oocyte and deposited at the

anterior of the oocyte. Translated and assisted diffusion within the embryo establish the

Bicoid protein gradient, which activates zygotic expression of hunchback in the anterior

end.

The posterior determinant Nanos, which is also synthesized in the nurse cells and

later deposited at the posterior end of the oocyte , is required for the repression of

maternal hunchback mRNA translation in the posterior part of the embryo (Tautz, 1988;



Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989; Lehman and Nusslein-Volhard, 1991). Such anterior-posterior

localization of determinants, therefore , allows patterning in the later stages of

embryogenesis by controllng expression of downstream zygotic genes (St Johnston and

Nusslein- V olhard, 1992).

An example of terminal genes is Torso, which stimulates expression of zygotic

genes tailess (tit) and huckebein (hkb). Terminal refers to the anterior and posterior most

strctues of the embryo . A terminal gene is one that works and affects development at

the terminal ends of the embryo. Torso acts to transcribe 
tll and hkb at two terminals of

the embryo. Early and transient expression of tll and hkb at the posterior pole is required

to establish a domain from which arses the eighth abdominal segment, tel son and

posterior gut (St Johnston and Nusslein- V olhard, 1992).

The dorsoventral axis determination is the fourh maternally controlled system in

Drosophila (St Johnston and Nusslein-Volhard, 1992; Anderson, 1998). This system

involves a ventral signal that leads to production of a localized ligand of a signal

transduction cascade. The establishment of the ventral cell fate depends on the dorsal (dt)

group genes and cactus (Ferguson and Anderson, 1991; Steward and Govind, 1993). Dl is

a member of the Rei family of transcription factors, which includes the mammalian

regulatory factor NF-kB (Steward, 1987). An elaborate set of maternal gene products

constitutes a signal transduction pathway, which regulates the formation of the nuclear

Dorsal(Dl) protein gradient with peak levels of protein in ventral regions and low levels

in the lateral regions with very little or almost none in the dorsal regions (Anderson

1998). After fertilzation a ventral extracellular cue activates Spatzle, which then



activates Toll receptor. Toll receptor transduces a signal that trggers an intracellular

signaling cascade that ultimately releases Dl ITom the cytoplasmic inibitor Cactus.

Cactus is a Drosophila IkB homolog and degradation of Cactus is required for nuclear

localization ofDl. Predictably, in cactus mutants, Dorsal is constitutively localized in the

nucleus, resulting in ventralization of the entire embryo (Nusslein- V olhard et al. , 1980;

Anderson et al. 1985a; Roth et al. 1991). The nuclear Dl gradient fuctions as a

morphogen, which directs precise patterns of zygotic gene expression and initiates the

differentiation of three basic embryonic tissues: mesoderm , neuroectoderm and dorsal

ectoderm (Ip et al. 1991; Ip and Levine, 1992a; Steward and Govind, 1993).

Zygotic genes in Development

Zygotic genes are fIrst required for the conversion of syncytium resulting ITom

nuclear cleavages into a cellular epithelium and immediately afterwards for gastrlation

(Zusman and Wieschaus , 1985; Merrll et al. 1988; Leptin, 1999). Early patterning of the

Drosophila embryo and subsequent patterning depends on the regional information

encoded by the maternal contrbution described above. For example, the maternally

encoded Bicoid controls the expression of gap gene hunchback which then controls the

expression of pair-rue gene even-skipped (St Johnston and Nusslein-Volhard, 1992).

This section focuses on the role of zygotic genes in dorsoventral patterning, with

emphasis on zygotic genes that control gastration.

A combination of maternal and zygotic genes works together or in sequence to

contrbute to processes in gastrlation. Dorsal is a maternally contrbuted protein that is



required for ventral cell fate and gastrlation (St Johnston and Nusslein-Volhard, 1992;

Ip and Levine , 1992a; Steward and Govind, 1993; Anderson, 1998). Dorsal acts as a

transcription activator as well as a repressor. High levels of Dl in the ventral regions are

required to tu on at least two zygotic genes twist (twi) and snail (sna) and repress

others such as zerknul/t (zen) and decapentaplegic (dpp) (Thisse et al. 1991; Ip et al.

1992b; Jiang et al. 1998). twist and snail are essential for ventral cell invagination and

mesoderm formation (Simpson, 1983; Nusslein-Volhard et al. 1984). Genetic studies and

promoter analysis suggest that the crude Dl gradient trggers a steeper pattern of twi

expression. Subsequently, Dl and Twi fuction synergistically to activate sna (Ip et al.

1992b). The expression pattern of Sna correlates well with the genetic fuctions (Alberga

et al. 1991; Kosman et al. 1991; Leptin, 1991; Ip and Levine , 1992a; Ip et al. 1992c).

First the blastoderm expression is required for mesoderm specifIcation. At ths stage , Sna

acts as a repressor to restrct lateral genes from being expressed in the ventral region and

establish mesodermal cell fate. Loss of sna expression results in derepression of

neuroectodermal and mesoectodermal genes in the presumptive mesoderm (Kosman 

al. 1991; Arora and Nusslein-Volhard, 1992; Ip and Levine , 1992a; Ip et al. 1992c).

This results in complete loss of mesodermal derivatives such as somatic and visceral

muscles. sna embryos also show severe defect in ventral fuow formation, suggesting

that sna expression is also required to control ventral cell invagination (Simpson, 1983;

Grau et al. 1984; Nusslein-Volhard et al. , 1984).

The role of Sna in gastrlation and mesoderm determination appears to involve

two distinct roles. The presumptive mesoderm invagination is dependent on the combined



fuctions of twi and sna (Leptin and Gruewald, 1990). In twi sna double mutant

embryos no mesoderm is formed. In sna mutants , the ventral epithelium becomes very

thn, suggesting that shortening of cell occurs, but no apical constrction is seen at all, and

no fuow is formed. In twist mutants , on the other hand, ventral cells become narow at

their apical ends and nuclei move away from the apical side. As a result, a narow and

shallow fuow is formed. However, neither strong apical constrction nor cell shortening

occurs , and the fuow fails to invaginate fully (Leptin and Gruewald, 1990). However

since in twi embryos sna expression is diminished, the role of twi in gastrlation is

possibly mediated by Sna fuction (Ip et al. 1994a). This predicts a direct role of sna 

control gastrlation. Indeed, a transgenic sna can alleviate the twi mutant phenotye (Ip

et al. 1994a). However, the ventral fuow is not restored to a normal appearance

suggestig that Twist also have Sna-independent fuctions. Transgenic Twist, however

failed to rescue ventral cell invagination defect in sna embryos arguing in favor of

greater role for Sna in ths process. Therefore , Sna and Twi possibly fuctions together 

control gastrlation in Drosophila 
(Ip et al. 1994a; Leptin, 1999).

How do Sna and Twist control coordinated cell shape changes and movement

durg gastrlation? An insight to this question comes from the identifIcation of two

genes that are required for the ventral fuow invagination. These are , the maternal gene

concertina and the zygotic gene 
folded gastrulation (fog) (Zusman and Wieschaus , 1985;

Sweeton et al. 1991; Parks and Wieschaus , 1991; Costa et al. 1994). Fog encodes a

novel protein with a putative signal sequence and possibly fuction as a secreted

molecule that signal to activate G-protein alpha subunit encoded by concertina (Costa 



al. , 1994). fog 
is expressed in both ventral and posterior invagination primordia in a

pattern that precedes the pattern of apical constrction. In 
sna and twist double mutants

fog 
expression is completely eliminated in the ventral presumptive mesoderm , indicating

that twist and sna may fuction in part by activatingfog expression (Costa et al. , 1994)

(Fig. 1.3). In addition , in maternal effect ventralizing mutations , where there is an

expansion of ventral cell fate and thus expansion of 
twist and sna expression fog

expression is also expanded (Costa 
et al. 1994). In the ventral fuow , only one group of

cells requiresfog activity. Cells that are most ventral constrct fIrst and later the more

lateral cells join in to promote the invagination of the 18 cell wide presumptive

mesoderm. Infog mutants, the fIrst phase is fairly normal, while cells in more lateral

regions show varable defects. Therefore, the cells in the lateral region of the ventral

fuow are more dependent onfog activity to initiate constrction. This is reflected 
infog

mutant embryos, with weaker phenotye than sna- embryos , cell shape changes that take

place durng gastrlation occur but the timing and synchrony of the constrctions are

delayed and abnormal (Costa et al. 1994; Leptin, 1999). Surrisingly however, ectopic

expression offog under heat-shock promoter produce ectopic cell shape changes as seen

in ventral cells , demonstrating that cells outside the normal invagination primordium

possess all components necessar for apical constrction except for adequate level of fog

activity (Costa et al. , 1994).
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Figure 1.3. A genetic pathway that controls gastrulation. Genetic studies indicate that

snail is upstream offog and concertina. However, since snail and RhoGEFmutant

phenotyes are stronger than fog or concertina mutants, a concertina independent

activation of RhoGEF has been predicted. The identity of molecules in that pathway

remains unown. See text for details.



Concertina, a Ga protein subunit, is made durng oogenesis and is absolutely

specifIc for gastrlation (Parks and Wieschaus, 1991). The loss of fuction eta mutation

resembles the fog mutant phenotye in that the cell shape changes occur more slowly and

in an uncoordinated fashion (Leptin, 1991). In these mutant embryos , the cells of the

ventral fuow, nevertheless eventually is internalized and generate a normal mesodermal

cell layer. Drosophila Rho and exchange factor DRhoGEF2 are also two other maternal

genes that are required for gastrlation (Barrett et al. 1997; Hacker and Perrmon, 1998).

Embryos lacking DRhoGEF2 develop normally until cellularzation, but gastrlation is

completely blocked. ,The ventral cells do not undergo apical constrction but remain on

the surface of the embryo. It has been postulated that proper gastrlation requires specifIc

activation ofDRhoGEF2 by Cta (Fig. 1.3). However, since the phenotyes of fog and eta

mutats are much weaker than those of twist, snail or DRhoGEF it is possible that

another direct input of Twist or Sna might provide additional input upstream of Rho and

activate RhoGEF in a Cta independent maner (Barett et al. 1997; Hacker and

Perrmon, 1998; Leptin, 1999).

CNS Development

The central focus of ths thesis is the regulation of CNS development by Sna

family of proteins. Therefore, provided here is an overview of embryonic CNS

development in Drosophila.

Once germ band extension is completed the CNS develops upon delamination of

neuroblasts (N) from ventral ectoderm called the neurogenic region or neuroectoderm



(Campos-Ortega, 1993; Goodman and Doe , 1993). The delamination involves migration

of individual epidermal cells, specifIed to become neuroblasts. CNS formation starts with

the delamination of about 30 Nbs per hemisegment. These give rise to approximately 350

neurons and 30 glial cells during embryonic development. For the ventral neurogenic

region, delamination occurs in fIve waves (Campos-Ortega, 1993). On each side of the

ventral midline there are thee longitudinal colums of cells: medial, intermediate and

lateral. The fIrst wave yields two rows of neuroblasts (SI) on two sides of the midline.

The second wave (SII) results in more Nb formation that fIll the gap between the fIrst two

rows. The third wave (SIll) results in Nb delamination from the medial colum. The fInal

two waves (SIV and SV) of delamination are interspersed between the fust three

colums. Pror to Nb delamination, durg the initial specifIcation ofNbs, two spatially

regulated transcription factor networks subdivide the ventral neuroectoderm along the

anterior/posterior (AlP) and dorsal/ventral (DN) axes. Positional cues from AlP and 

axis are transmitted to the proneural clusters with each cluster groups with four to six

cells. A single cell is selected from ths cluster that enlarge and delaminates to become

Nb (Fig. 1.5). Selection of a single cell requies the process of lateral inhibition

contrbuted by the neurogenic genes (notch and delta) and proneural genes (achaete-scute

gene complex). Lateral inhibition is a process whereby a single cell, within a group of

cells , differentiates to a particular cell fate , while other neighborig cells retain their

undifferentiated state. Durng Drosophila CNS development, proneural genes control the

position and time at which neuroectodermal cell forms Nb, and the neurogenic genes

control the cell interactions that prevent more than one cell in the group from enlarging



into a Nb. Nbs are numbered in each segement from anterior to posterior as rows 1-

Every Nb is unquely identifIable on the basis of 
AlP and DN position, and each

generates a characteristic family of neuron and glia.

AlP axis and Nb identity. Along the AlP axis , the segmentation genes provide

cues that specify Nb identity. For example
gooseberry is expressed in row 5

neuroectoderm and is required for row 5 Nb identity. In the 
gsb mutat embryos, row 5 is

transformed into row 3 Nbs and conversely, ectopic expression of 
gsb in row 3 results in

transformation of row 3 Nbs into row 5 Nb identity (Skeath et al. 1995). Similarly,

wingless which encodes a secreted protein is expressed in row 5 and required for

specifying rows 4 and 6 of neuroectoderm and Nb identity (Chu-LaGraffand Doe, 1993).

DN axis and Nb identity. Along the dorsoventral axis , genes such as yentral

nervous system gefective (vnd) (Jimenez et al. 1995; Mellerickand Nirenberg, 1995),

intermediate neuroblasts gefective 
(ind) (Weiss et aI. , 1998), scle egment homeobox

(msh) (D' Alessio and Frasch, 1996; Isshiki et al. 1997)specify the CNS organization

along colums of cells (ventral , intermediate and dorsal) that ru longitudinal along the

length of the embryo.

Vnd, a homeobox protein, is required for the formation ofNbs from the ventral

colum (Jimenez et al. 1995; Mellerick and Nirenberg, 1995; Chu et al. , 1998;

McDonald et al. 1998) (Fig. 1.4). One role ofVnd is to activate proneural AS-C gene

complex (described below). However, the AS-C independent Nb formation is also



affected in vnd mutants , indicating other proneural activity also under control ofVnd. 

vnd mutant the ventral colum Nb fate is transformed into the intermediate colum

which suggests that in the absence of vnd, ind the gene required for intermediate colum

Nb specifIcation, is derepressed.

Ind, another homeobox protein, fuction is requied for the establishment of the

intermediate colum of the neuroectoderm and subsequent Nb formation from this

colum (Weiss et al. 1998). One role of ind is to repress msh and achaete transcription

withi the intermediate colum, as suggested by dereprssion of msh and achaete with

the intermediate column in ind mutant embryos. The Nbs generated from ina

intermediate colum have more of a dorsal Nb specifIcity. Therefore , the expression and

fuction of the three genes is mutually exclusive.

Msh, the third homeobox protein, expressed in the dorsal neuroectoderm is

required for the Nb formation from ths colum (D' Alessio and Frasch, 1996; Isshiki 

al., 1997). Mutations in msh result in a parial trnsformation of dorsal neuoblasts into

Nbs that would otherwise originate from the intermediate or ventral colums.

Proneural and Neurogenic genes specify Nb formation. The proneural achaete-

scute gene complex comprises of achaete (ac or T5), scute (sc or T4), lethal ofscute (l 

or T3) and asense (ase or Tl) (Skeath and Caroll , 1992; Campos-Ortega, 1993). All

members of the complex are basic helix-loop-helix DNA binding proteins and required

for specifIcation ofNbs. In the absence of all the members of ths complex (with a

deletion that uncovers all the members B57 many but not all neuroblasts are missing,



suggesting both achaete-scute complex dependent and independent proneural activity.

Within the proneural cluster, once a Nb cell is chosen, the rest of the cells are prevented

from becoming neuroblasts by lateral inibition.

The neurogenic genes are essential for lateral inhibition (Campos-Ortega, 1993;

Rooke and Xu, 1998; Bhat, 1998a) (Fig. 1.5). These include notch , delta, big brain

mastermind, neuralized and the Enhancer of split complex (Campos-Ortega, 1993). Loss

of fuction in any of these genes results in additional Nb formation with loss of the

epithelial cells , whereas overexpression can result in less Nb formation. Notch is a cell

surace protein that binds Delta, a ligand on the surace of a surounding cell. Delta is

present on the surface of the cell that eventually delaminates and forms the neuroblast

whereas Notch expressing cells retain their epithelial character. The interaction of Delta

to Notch results in release of Suppresor of irless (Su(H)), which is a multifactorial

transcription factor (Fortini and Aravanis-Tsakonas , 1994). Following the release from

the cell surface , SuCH) enters the nucleus and mediates transcription activation of

Enhancer of fuilt omplex (E(spl)-C) of genes. Activation ofE(spl)-C genes results in

inhbition of all the proneural genes. This transcription inhibition by E(spl)-C genes, as

result of interaction between a single cell and its neighbors, therefore , contrbutes to

lateral inhibition (Campos-Ortega, 1993).
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Figure 1.4. A simple model for neuroectoderm patterning. Neuroectoderm is patterned

along the DN axis. Within the three columns vnd, ind and msh specify the Nb

specifIcation. Vnd represses ind expression in the ventral colum and Ind represses msh

expression in the intermediate colum. Anterior/posterior direction of the embryo is

indicated with an arow. V is ventral , I is intermdidate and D is the dorsal colum.
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Figure 1.5. Formation of Nb and GMC. Positional cues along the AlP and DN axis

provides positional information to a cluster of cells (rose circles) within the

neuroectoderm, that specify futue identity of a neuroblast (N). Proneural genes makes

this cell cluster competent to differentiate into Nb. However, only a single cell

delaminates to form a Nb (red circle), due to the role of neurogenic genes, which inhibits

the neighboring cells from attining Nb identity. Nb divides to form a smaller daughter

cell known as the Ganglion mother cell (GMC) (blue circle).



Asymmetric Nb Cell division

An asymmetrc cell division is defIned as a division that results in the production

of two cells of different developmental potential. Ths specialized form of cell division

plays an importt role in promotig cell diversity. Ths has also been shown to be

dependent on asymmetrc localization of cell fate determinants as well as orientation of

the mitotic spindle. Drosophila neuroblasts delaminate from the polarzed epithelium and

divide asymmetrcally along the apical-basal axis , shortly after delamination, to produce

a larger apical neuroblast and a smaller basal ganglion mother cell (GMC) (Jan and Jan

2000; Knoblich, 2001; Doe and Bowerman, 2001) (Fig. 1.5 and 1.6). Cell fate

determinants Prospero and Numb are asymmetrcally segregated into GMC , which

contrbutes to a GMC cell fate different from that of the mother Nb (Knoblich, 2001; Doe

and Bowerman, 2001). The mitotic spindle rotates 90 to correctly segregate these

determinants and also is positioned asymmetrcally that ensures production of a smaller

daughter cell (GMC) (Knoblich, 2001; Doe and Bowerman, 2001)

Neuroblast delamination involves migration of cells from the epithelial layer.

Cells change their columar shape and become round, loose contact with the surounding

cells and the adherens junctions (Jan and Jan, 2000). Durng this process, cells encounter

the Bazooka (baz) dependent apical-basal polarity cue required for spindle polarty and

asymmetrc protein localization (Knoblich, 2001) (Fig. 1.6).

Apical protein complex. Bazooka (Baz) is a multi-PDZ domain ( iscs

large/ZO- l) protein, which complexes with a single PDZ domain protein DmPar-6 and an



atyical protein-kinase C , aPKC and localizes apically in Nbs (Schober et al. , 1999;

Wodarz et al. 1999; Wodarz et al. 2000; Petronczki and Knoblich, 2001). Durng Nb

delamination, Inscuteable (insc) is also expressed (Kraut et al. 1996; Kraut and Campos-

Ortega, 1996). Insc is a cytoskeletal adaptor protein with multiple ankn motifs (Krut

and Campos-Ortega, 1996). Durng Nb delamination Insc expression is suffIcient 

establish the apical-basal polarty of mitotic spindle (Lu et al. 2000; Bellaiche et al.

2001). Insc expression is also required to localize Parter of Inscuteable (Pins , a 

binding protein homolog) to the apical cell cortex, which in the absence of Insc remains

around the cell cortex (Schaefer, 2000; Yu et al. 2000; Parentier et al. 2000). Prior to

every Nb division Baz complex proteins , including Insc and Pins , are degraded and hence

with every Nb division, apical localization ofBaz, Par6 , PKC, Insc and Pins must be re-

established. Each of the fIve proteins in the apical complex is required for the

maintenance of others. In the absence of Baz, DmPar6 or PKC , apical complex never

forms and without Insc and Pins the apical complex forms, but at a reduced level (Doe

and Bowerman, 2001). However, all apical complex single mutants have the same

phenotye with randomized spindle orientation and failure to localize cell fate

determinants at the basal cortex (see later). This suggests that apical localization of the

Baz complex is essential and interdependent for the polarty in Nbs.

Apical localization of Baz complex depends on the activity of mitotic kinase Cdc2

(Tio et al. 2001). In the absence ofCdc2 kinase activity apical proteins, in Nbs as well as

GMCs , are not localized resulting in randomization of both the mitotic spindle and

localization of Miranda complex (see below). Careful analysis with temperatue sensitive



alleles of cdc2 indicated that in the absence of cdc2 apical complex formation can be

initiated but cannot be maintained (Tio et al. 2001). In cdc2 mutant embryos , apical

localization of Insc is initiated but not maintained leading to random spindle orientation

as seen in insc mutat embryos. Similarly, it was also shown that B-tye Cyclins , that are

required durg early and late anaphase , are also required for maintenance of proper

apical localization of Baz protein complex.

Basal protein complex. Durng mitosis, two protein complexes, Miranda

complex and Numb complex localize into a basal crescent and segregates into GMC

(Rhyu et al. 1994; Ikeshima-Kataoka et al. 1997; Shen et al. 1997). Candidate cell-fate

determinants that are asymmetrcally segregated include the proteins Prospero, Staufen

Miranda, Numb and farter QfNumb (PON) (Spana and Doe , 1995; Knoblich et al.

1995; Hirata et al. 1995; Ikeshima-Kataoka et al. 1997; Li et al. 1997; Shen et aI.

1997; Broadus et al. 1998; Schuldt et al. 1998; Lu et al. 1998). These proteins localize

asymmetrcally into a crescent-shaped pattern at the basal neuroblast cortex durng

mitosis and segregate into the GMC (Fig. 1.6). Pro spero is a homeodomain transcription

factor that is required for the fate of the GMC. Prospero activates GMC specifIc genes

and represses genes expressed in the Nb (Vaessin et al. 1991; Li and Vaessin, 2000).

Prospero represses the expression of cell cycle gene cdc25stg
in GMCs (cdc25stg encodes

the phosphatase, Strg, that activates Cdc2 kinase by removing inhibitory phosphate

group), which ensures that this cell undergoes only one round of cell division using

Cdc25stg contrbuted from Nbs. Pro spero RNA segregation into GMC is mediated by
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Figure 1.6. A simplified model of asymmetric Nb division. With the neuroepithelium

the spindle is oriented along the AlP axis , known as planar polarty. Baz complex (green

arc), is asymmetrcally localized in the apical cortex, but Pins is found throughout the

cortex (not shown here). Interaction between proneural and neurogenic genes determine the

fate of a single cell to become Nb. After the Nb leaves the epithelium, a process known as

Nb delamination, Insc (red oval) is expressed, which influences both the Baz complex

localization at the apical side and the reorientation of mitotic spindle along the apical-basal

axis. Insc also promotes the segregation of Mir and Numb complexes (blue arc) to the basal

side of the Nb. UponNb division, Prospero and Numb segregates into the nucleus ofGMC

(blue circle), where Prospero promotes GMC fate.



Staufen, a protein with fIve dsRNA binding domains , and which binds to the 3 -

untranslated region of the Prospero RNA. In 
staufen mutant embryos prospero RNA is

not localized to the basal side and hence is not segregated into GMC. GMC specifIcation

does not require Staufen. Therefore, Staufen is a backup measure to ensure that high

levels of Pro spero are maintained durg the rapid NB to GMC divisions (Roegiers and

Jan, 2000).

Miranda is a coiled-coiled protein that binds to both Staufen and Pro 
spero and is

required for basal localization of pro spero protein and RNA. However
, it is not known if

both Staufen and Pro spero can bind Miranda 
simultaeously. The Miranda complex is

apical at late interphase, and it translocates to the basal cortex durng prophase of mitosis.

In mir mutat embryos Prospero fails to bind to the cell cortex and remains cytoplasmic

(Ikeshima-Kataoka et al. 1997; Shen et at. 1997). Movement of the Miranda complex

proteins is dependent on G2/M transition
, as in stg mutant embryos this complex fails to

localize basaly (Spana and Doe
, 1995; Knoblich et at. 1995; Doe and Bowerman, 2001).

As described above, recent studies have demonstrated that 
cdc2 (substrate for Cdc25stg

activity is required for apical localization ofInsc. Therefore
, in cdc25 (stg) mutant, loss

of Miranda complex localization might be an indirect effect due to disrupted localization

of apical protein complex. In addition to Bazooka complex proteins
, myosin-dependent

transport along cortical actin cytoskeleton is thought to be responsible for localization of

basal Miranda complex. Along with actin and myosin, Discs large (Dig) and Lethal (2)

giant-larae (Lgl) might be part of the PON and Miranda transport machinery (Peng 

al. 2000; Ohshiro et al. 2000). Dig is a membrane-associated GUanylate kinase



homolog (MAGUK) protein that contains three PDZ domains, one SH3 domian and a C-

terminal GUK domain. Lgl is a myosin II binding protein. In dig or 19l mutant embryos

Miranda, Prospero , PON and Numb fails to form the basal crescent, but the mitotic

spindle is normally oriented. In these mutat neuroblasts , Baz and Insc are localized

normally indicating that basal cortex phenotye is not a contrbution of the Baz complex

defect. Thus , Lgl and Dgl are dispensable for setting up the axis of polarity, but they are

required for asymmetrc protein localiiation along this axis. Both Lgl and Dgl are

components of the submembrane cytoskeleton, suggesting their role in transport of

molecules along the cell cortex. Epistasis analysis has shown that Lgl fuction in 

requires Dig (Strand et al., 1994). 19l and dgl were identifIed as tuor suppressor genes

and in both mutants the laral imaginal discs and brain have an overproliferation, which

contrbute to an enlarged brain (Bilder et al. 2000). Given that the 19l-defective GMCs

divide more times than normal and do not differentiate into neurons, perhaps the failure

to segregate determinants (Prospero) durg asymmetrc cell division causes brain tuors

in 19l mutats (Knoblich, 2001).

Even with our signifIcant knowledge of the determinants, the mechansm of

asymmetrc localization and transport of determinants durg Drosophila Nb division

remains a mystery. This thesis contrbutes to the advancement of this fIeld by

demonstrating that insc is regulated by Sna protein family.



Epithelial cell division and axis of planar-polarity

The neuroepithelial cells are also polarzed along the apical-basal axis , but unlike

neuroblasts divide symmetrcally along the planar axis (Knoblich, 200 I). Two sets of

polarity exist for spindle positioning in epithelial cells. One is planar polarty cue

involves the wingless receptor Frizzled (a seven-pass transmembrane receptor) and the

adherens junctions. The other is an apical-basal polarity cue regulated by Bazooka. In

wild-tye epithelial cells Baz is localized apically, Pins is localized in the cell cortex and

Pon, when ectopically expressed, like in Nbs is localized basally. The apical localization

of Baz complex is presumed to be dependent on dig and 19l genes , which controls apical

targeting of many proteins. However, in Nb, these two proteins are required for

localization of basal protein complex (described above). In epithelial cells the localized

proteins , however, are segregated equally amongst the two daughters of equal size. The

spindle is not oriented along the apical-basal axis , rather remains oriented along the

planar axis thoughout mitosis. Disruption of the adherens junctions (by RNAi for

Crubs and APC ildenomatous 1201yposis Qoli), both proteins required for adherens

junctions formation or fuction) results in asymmetrc distrbution of proteins (such as

ectopically expressed Pon) and spindle orientation along the apical-basal axis leading to

the generation of two unequally sized daughter cells (Lu et al. 2001). This asymmetr is

dependent on Baz, as disruption of baz fuction by RNAi along with disruption of

adhems junctions (double RNAi with mixtue of crb and baz RNA) mimics baz RNAi

phenotye , i. , like in the wild tye cells , these RNAi treated epithelial cells divide in a

symmetrc fashion with Pon distrbuted equally between equally sized daughters (Lu 
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al. 2001) (see Table 1.1 below). In crb RNAi embryos , however, the mitotic spindle

orientation is coupled with asymmetrc protein localization with Baz and Pon crescents in

opposite sides of the mitotic spindle. Whereas, in baz single and baz crb double RNAi

ths coupling is disrupted. These observations suggest that epithelial cells depend on Baz

to couple spindle orientation with protein localization, whereas APC or adherens

junctions promote spindle orientation along planar axis and prevent baz dependent

coupling of spindle orientation with protein localization. In the wild-tye epithelial cells

which divide symmetrcally, the baz dependent apical-basal cue is over ridden by the

adhens-junctions cue. In other words , the planar polarty cue is normally dominant over

the apical-basal polarty cue (Lu et al. 2001) (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1. Control of spindle polarity in epithelial cells

spindle orientation protein distribution coupling

planar symmetrc

crb RNAi apical-basal asymmetrc yes

APC RNAi apical-basal asymetrc yes

baz RNAi random symmetrc

baz, crb RNAi random symmytc

baz, APC RNAi random symetrc



Cell cycle control in Drosophila

In chapter III , evidence is presented that suggests that Sna family of proteins

control mitosis durg Nb division. Therefore, a summar of cell cycle control durng

Drosophila embryogenesis is described here.

In Drosophila cell cycle is controlled either at G liS or G2/M transition, or both.

Much of the embryonic cell cycle is influenced by morphogenesis and differentiation.

The fIrst 13 division cycles, which constitutes the ftrst 2 hours of development, lack gap

phases and serves to generate about 5000-6000 nuclei. This process takes place in the

cytoplasm without an intervening cytokiesis and is known as syncytial cycles. The

lack of gap is possible due to maternal deposition of critical cell cycle components. The

fIrst zygotic regulation is introduced with the depletion of Cdc25stg. The limitation of

Cdc25 stg, at cycle 14, introduces regulation of the fIst G2/M transition (Edgar and

Lehner, 1996). At ths time the Nb delaminates and awaits in G2 phase the zygotic

expression of stg. Unlike Cdc25 stg, which is transcriptionally controlled at different

embryonic stages, DmCycE is constitutively present thoughout these stages, which may

account for the lack of G 1 phase. Strg is not only under transcription control , but is also

post-translationally regulated (Mata et al. 2000; Grosshans and Wieschaus, 2000; Seher

and Leptin, 2000). For instance , the tribbles gene product is required to delay cell

division in the prospective embryonic mesoderm; tribbles mutats fail to delay mitosis

until after completion of mesoderm invagination, resulting in loss of gastrlation. tribbles

encodes a newly discovered gene product with homology to serine-threonine kinase

domains in yeast SNF1-like protein kinase and inhibits mitosis by promoting proteolytic



degradation of Strg. This delay in cell division probably ensures that cells not execute

two conflcting processes , cell migration and cell division both of which require changes

in the same cytoskeletal machiery, simultaneously. Once the embryo hatches into a

lara, cell proliferation becomes coupled to nutrtion and cellular growth, which

primarly regulates the G liS transition. Cdc25stg is ubiquitously present in the larval

stages , indicating that G2/M transitions are not rigorously reguated (Neufeld et al. , 1998;

Prober and Edgar, 2000). In late laral stages proliferation slows and differentiation of

adult strctues begins. This is acheived partly by limiting Cdc25stg levels.

Following the proliferative stages of the embryo, cells in many tissues initiate

endocycles. Endocycle (also known as endoreplication or endoreduplication) consists of

repeated DNA replication without the intervening mitosis, resulting in polyploid cells

(Edgar and Orr-Weaver, 2001). The tissues that initiate endoreplication include the gut

epidermis , fat body, maliphighian tubules, trachea and salivar glands. Endocycles is also

seen in adult ovarian follicle and nurse cells. The switch from mitotic to endo-cycles

occur upon transciption termination of mitotic regulators Cdc2 , Cyclin A , Cyclin B

n \

Cyclin B3 and Cdc25stg (Sauer et al. 1995). In addition, Fizzy-related (Fzr; a homolog of

yeast HCT1), a regulator of APC (anaphase promoting complex) is required for this

switch. Inftr mutats, the endocycles is not initiated due to the persistat action of

mitoticcyclins and Cdc2 (Sigrst and Lehner, 1997). Inibition ofCdc2 activity can force

cells that are normally mitotic to become endoreplicative (Hayashi , 1996). Sna homolog

Esg also plays critical role in inibition of endoreplication in imaginal discs. This is

achieved by maintaining high Cdc2 activity in mitotic cells. Consistent with this idea



ectopic expression of Esg in salivary gland cells inhibits endoreplication in ths tissue

(Hayashi et al. 1993; Fuse et al. 1994; Hayashi , 1996).

Snail homologues in Drosophila and their roles in development.

In Drosophila the snail gene family includes thee other closely related zinc

fmger proteins, escargot, worniu and scratch. In the developing central nervous system

(CNS) and wing imaginal disc there is fuctional redundancy among some of these

proteins. Snail and three of the close relatives in Drosophila are discussed here.

Snail. Snail RNA and protein expression is detected precisely in the ventral

region of the blastoderm stage embryos where mesoderm arises (Alberga et al. , 1991;

Kosman et al. 1991; Leptin, 1991). The expression persists durng gastrlation in the

invaginated mesoderm and disappears durg late gastrlation. Expression reapears in the

neuroectoderm and persists as neuroblasts delaminate from the neuroectoderm. Later

durg mid-embryogenesis , expression can be detected in precursor cells of some

imaginal tissues, including the wing discs. The neuroblast expression is required for the

activation, genetically of genes required for asymmetrc cell division (chapter II and III of

this thesis and (Ashraf et al. 1999); Ashraf and Ip, in press J (Fig. 1.7).

Escargot: escargot (French for Snail) was identifed from a P-element enhancer

line in which the lacZ reporters had interesting patterns in the neuroectoderm and

imaginal disc precursor cells (Whiteley et al. 1992; Hayashi et al. 1993). Cloning of the



gene near the P-element revealed its signifIcant homology to Snail within the Zn-fmger

regIon.

Esg expression is fIrst seen at division cycle 9 of the blastoderm stage embryo. At

around stage 11 , expression is seen at the dorsal surace and then at the cephalic fuow

(Whiteley et al. 1992). Prior to gastrlation, the dorsal expression is abolished and the

neurogenic region of the ventral ectoderm expresses 
esg in an anterior-posterior pattern.

esg is expressed in the lateral and medial but not in the intermediate colums of the

neuroectoderm. Outside the neuroectoderm, expression is repressed by Sna

Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and Twist. Withn the neuroectoderm, the dorsoventral domain of

esg expression in the intermediate column is repressed by receptor 
tyosine kinase DER

activity (Yagi et al. 1998). Ths probably is mediated by RAS-MAPK signalling cascade.

In the medial colum vnd maintains esg expression, by counteracting the negative effect

ofDER (Yagi et al. , 1998).

After the neuroblasts delaminate esg RNA as well as protein expression in these

cells is diminished. Once germ band extension is initiated
esg expression in the

neuroectoderm disappears and expression is seen in the ventral midline. Durng

germband shortening, expression is highly dynamic along with peripheral nervous system

(PNS). At later stages of embryogenesis, Esg is expressed in cells that constitute the

primordial for adult wing, haltere , genital and abdominal tissues (Whiteley et al. , 1992;

Hayashi et al. 1993; Fuse et al. 1996). Strong expression is also seen in the anterior

region, including cells outlining the site of head involution, the dorsal ridge and the

frontal sac.



Loss-of fuction mutats of esg do not show extensive morphological defects

durng embryonic development. Thus , it is not clear whether the expression durng

blastoderm and germ band extension stages has any essential fuction. Investigation into

the role of Esg in imaginal disc precursor cells has provided signifIcant insight into

developmental role of this protein. In the embryonic wing imaginal precursor cells , Esg

has an important fuction and it is redundant with that of Snail (Fuse et al. 1996). At

stage 13 esg and sna begin to express in the wing and haltere imaginal disc primordium.

Later at stage 15 wing, haltere and genital imaginal discs express both proteins. Esg and

Sna appear to cross-regulate each other s expression in the imaginal discs. In esg sna

double mutant embryos esg- lacZ trans gene expression is abolished as well as expression

of sna and vestigial (vg), a wing disc marker gene. When esg was expressed under a heat

shock promoter sna and vg expression could be restored in the wing disc. Similarly, sna

expressed under heat shock promoter restored esg and vg expression in the wing discs.

Therefore , Sna and Esg appears to fuction together in the wing, haltere and genital

imaginal discs.

The presence of Esg in the tracheal tip cells positively regulates the expression of

the adhesion molecule E-cadherin (Tanaka-Matakatsu et al. 1996). Thus , in esg mutants

the tip cells fail to adhere to each other. Eacargot may also regulate other genes required

for the fusion process , leading to the development of the tracheal network (Samakovlis 

al. , 1996).

The expression of esg persists in the laral imaginal tissues and is required to

maintain diploidy of the cells. Durng laral development the larval epidermal cells , such



as the salivar gland cells undergo endoreplication (continued G2-S cycling without an M

phase; also see earlier description) that results in polytene chromosomes. In contrast the

imaginal cells remain small and diploid. These imaginal cells undergo normal mitotic

cycle and give rise to adult strctues durg metamorphosis. A different kind of cell in

the larvae, that develop as the adult abdomen, are the abdominal histoblasts that do not

divide durg larval development but begin to divide rapidly approximately 3 hours after

pupariation.

Abdominal histoblasts are blocked at mitotic G2-M transition as evident from

high level of Cyclin accumulation. In esg hypomorphic mutants, diploid abdominal

histoblasts , enters the endocycle , a phenotye that is rescued by heat inducible esg

transgene. Supporting evidence comes from the observation that ectopic expression of

esg trangenes in salivary gland cells inhbits endoreplication (Fuse et al. 1994). Imaginal

disc cells , however, are undergoing normal mitosis and do not respond to hypomorphic

esg alleles. When combined with rafJ mutation rafJ esg double mutant imaginal disc

cells undergo endoreplication. Rafl is a serie-threonine kinase required for normal G2-

M transition in imaginal disc cells. In rafJ mutant the disc cells are, therefore, blocked at

G2/M transition, mimicking the abdominal histoblast cells. Hence, in the absence of rafJ ,

these cells respond to loss of esg as in the histoblast cells (Hayashi, 1996). Therefore , it

was proposed that esg inhbits the endocycle to maintain diploidy in the imaginal cells

and the abdominal histoblasts thereby allowing them to proliferate and differentiate upon

metamorphosis.



The regulation of cell cycle by Esg appears to involve Cdc2 , but the kiase

activity of Cdc2 may not be required for this process (Hayashi , 1996; Hayashi and

Yamaguchi , 1999).

Worniu: worniu (Chinese for Snail) was identifIed in a search for genes that have

sequence homology to snail from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (Ashraf 

al. 1999). The major focus of this thesis is the cloning and fuctional characterization of

worniu. Our curent understanding of developmental role of wor has been described in

detail in the following chapters.

Asymmetrc division of Nb

inscuteable
stg

snail escargot worniu

mesoderm formation
gastrlation

imaginal disc
diploidy

laral brain

Figure 1.7. Snail protein family have diverse functions in development. Only the

fuction in CNS development was investigated durng the course of this study.



Scratch: scratch was identifIed through an enhancer-trap screen for genes that

were expressed in the CNS (Roark et al. 1995). This group of so-called pan-neural

genes, now including scratch , snail, worniu, hunchback and deadpan are expressed in

most of the delaminated neuroblasts. A noticeable difference from Wor and Sna is that

Scratch expression persists in the GMCs. Homozygous mutations of 
scratch show no

detectable morphological defects in the CNS. The rare adult escapers have a mild rough

eye phenotye (thus named scratch), due to a change of neuronal cell fate in developing

photoreceptor cells.

Since both snail and scratch are pan-neural genes and have related zinc fingers,

one postulation was that they serve redundant functions in the CNS. The double mutants

analyzed, however, showed no detectable defect in CNS development (Roark et al.

1995). The over-expression of Scratch by heat shock resulted in increased neuron

formation. Thus, Scratch has essential function in CNS development, but its role does not

overlap with those of other members of the Sna famly.

Structural characteristics of Snail protein family.

The elucidation of the significant role of Snail in Drosophila embryogenesis

prompted the search for similar genes in other organisms. Since then, homologs of Snail

have been identifIed in diverse groups of animals including nematodes, protochordates,

avain, amphibians, fIsh and mammals (Sargent and Bennett, 1990; Nieto et al. , 1992;

Smith et al. 1992; Hammerschmidt and Nusslein-Volhard, 1993; Thisse et al. , 1993;
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Thisse et al. 1995; Mayor et aI. 1995; Issac et al. 1997; Corbo et al. 1997; Savagner 

al. 1997; Jiang et al. 1998; Cohen et al. 1998; Langland et al. 1998; Metzstein and

Horvitz, 1999; pazekas et al. 1999; Twigg and Wilie, 1999; Wada and Saiga, 1999)

(Fig 1.8). Another sub-famly, Slug has also been identified in vertebrates and wil be

discussed only briefly here (Fig. 1.8).

The most conserved featue of the Sna family of proteins is the zinc finger domain

located at the C-terminus (Hemavathy et al., 2000a; Manzanares et al. 2001). Zinc

fingers are one of the most abundant strctural motifs based on available genome

sequence information (Rubin, 2000). The different classes of zinc fingers include CCHH

CCHC, CCCH and CCCC, where C and H are the cysteine and histidine residues that

constitute the zinc-binding strcture. While many of the zinc fIngers are employed in

nucleic acid binding, an increasing number of reports have demonstrated that zinc fingers

in some proteins are also utilized for protein-protein interaction (Mackay and Crossley,

1998). Since there are many zinc fInger contaning proteins in probably every metaoan,

here only those proteins that are strctually most similar to Snail, or those that have

functional relationship to the famly is discussed. The Drosophila Snail have fIve zinc

fingers all of them being CzHz type. The number of zinc fingers in the family vares from

four to six. Probably minimum of four fingers are required for function of the proteins

(Fuse et al. 1994; Grimes et al. 1996; Nakayama et al. 1998). Based on the percent

identity, it is clear that the four Drosophila proteins are most homologous to each
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members are from Drosophila. CES- l is from C. elegans. The proto chordate Snails are

from two ascidians Ciona intestinalis and Halocynthia roretzi and from amphioxus

Branch iostoman jloridae. The other members are from vertbrates Xenopus, chicken

zebra fIsh, mouse, and human. The color-coding of the different proteins in the N-termini

represent the divergence of the proteins.
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other in the zinc fInger domain, from 76% to 85%. The identity between Drosophila and

vertebrate proteins is generally lower, from 50% to 70%. The Caenorhabditis elegans

CES- l is one of the most distant member with 46% identity, but it is wort noting that

this protein has higher similarity to Scratch (Metzstein and Horvitz, 1999).

Outside the zinc fInger domain, there is much less conservation among all the

members of the family. Nonetheless, one noticeable featue conserved among Snail

Worniu and Escargot is a small segment located at the extreme N-termini. This motif is

called the NT box. No known fuction has been determined for the NT box, but one may

postuate that it is involved in nuclear localization based on the presence of many basic

residues. Interestingly, all the vertebrate members contain a different conserved motif at

their extreme N-termini, the SNAG domain. This domain was originally identifIed in the

GFi- 1 oncoprotein, which also contains six zinc fmgers. The ftrst 20 amino acids ofGfI-

are essential for nuclear localization, and are necessary and suffIcient for transcriptional

repression (Grimes et al. 1996). The fIrst seven of the 20 amino acids (MPRSFL VK) are

also conserved in all vertebrate Snail proteins, thus named SNAG (Snail/GfI- l) domain.

Based on limited fuctional analysis , the SNAG domain of Sna family of proteins

is necessary but probably not suffcient for transcriptional repression (Grmes et al.

1996; Nakayama et al. 1998; Hemavathy et al. 2000a; Kataoka et al. , 2000).

The Drosophila Snail contains two conserved motifs of P-DLS- , the intercating

sequence for the co-reporessor dCtBP (Qrosophila 
-1erminal inding rotein) (Nibu 

al. 1998a) (Fig. 1.2 and 1.8). Both Worniu and Escargot contain two such motifs at

similar locations. Some other members of the family contain varants of this sequence. So



far, only Drosophila Snail has been shown to interact with dCtBP, while the interaction of

other proteins with dCtBP remains to be established. Another noteworthy featue is that

the middle portions of the N -terminal half of most of the family members are Ser/Pro

rich. However, no specifIc fuction can be assigned to this part of the protein.

It is noticeable that the N-terminal halves of Drosophila proteins are signifIcantly

larger when compared with those of the vertebrate members. Moreover, there is very

little overall sequence similarty between the two groups in this region. The

protochordates represent an evolutionar link between vertebrates and invertebrates. In

two distantly related ascidians (Urochordates), Ciona intestinalis and Halocynthia

roretzi the snail genes isolated have rather long N-termial regions similar to the

Drosophila proteins (Corbo et al. 1997; Wada and Saiga, 1999). Cephalochordates are

more related to vertebrates. Interestingly, the Cephalochordate snail homolog isolated

from amphioxus , Branchiostoma floridae , has a strctue more similar to that of

vertebrate members, such that the protein has a short N-terminal domain and contains

partial SNAG domain at the extreme N-terminus (Langland et al. , 1998).

All the Slug proteins from different vertebrates constitute a subgroup, because

they share among themselves much higher homology (over 90%) in both the N-termini

and C-termini. Moreover, just preceding the zinc fmger domain there is a stretch of 29

amino acids in the Slug subgroup that are absent from other Snail proteins and that could

be considered diagnostic of being Slug proteins (Sefton et al. 1998; Hemavathy et aI.

2000a; Hemavathy et al. 2000b; Manzanares et al. 2001) (Fig. 1.8).



Snail family of proteins as trasncriptional repressors

The zinc fInger domains of Snail and Slug proteins fuction as sequence-specifIc

DNA binding motifs. Since the zinc fIngers are highly conserved, perhaps it is not too

surrising that they recognze similar target sequences. In vitro random selections reveal

a recognition consensus CAGGTG/5' CACCTG (Mauhin et al. 1993; Fuseet al.

1994; Inukai et al. 1999). It is critical to keep in mind that varants of this core may also

bind the proteins well. Transfection experiments in cultue cells and transgenic assays in

fly embryos have demonstrated that the binding sites are of in vivo relevance (Ip et al.

1992c; Fuse et al. 1994; Nakayama et al. 1998; Battle et al. 2000; Cano et al. , 2000;

Kataoka et al. 2000). The core sequence resembles the E box, the consensus ofbHLH

protein targets. Under some circumstances, the Sna family proteins may compete directly

with bHLH proteins for the same binding sequences (Fuse et al. 1994; Nakayama et al.

1998; Kataoka et al. , 2000).

Binding of Snail proteins to their taget promoters leads to repression of gene

activity. All the examples reported demonstrate that Sna family of proteins fuction as

transcriptional repressors (Ip and Levine, 1992a; Ip et aI. 1992c; Fuse et al. , 1994;

Nakayama et aI. 1998; Battle et al. 2000; Cano et al. 2000; Kataoka et al. , 2000).

However, the possibility canot be discarded that these proteins may fuction as

activators under some circumstances , because at least the hSlug and the Drosophila Snail

each contains a transcriptional activation domain when assayed by transfection

((Hemavathy et al. 2000b); K. Hemavathy, unpublished results). Meanwhile , it is rather

clear that transcription repression can be mediated through the N-terminal domain. In
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transgenic assays, the N-terminus of Snail when fused to the Gal4 DNA-binding domain

is suffcient to repress specifIc target gene expression in Drosophila embryo (Gray and

Levine , 1996). In transfection assays, it has been demonstrated that hSlug, mSnail, and

mSmuc repress though the N-terminal domains (Nakayama et al. 1998; Hemavathyet

al., 2000a; Kataoka et al. 2000). Within the N-terminus , the vertebrate proteins utilze

the SNAG domain for repression, as deletion of ths motif always leads to signifIcant

reduction ofrepressor activity. However, whether this motifis suffcient is stil

questionable. This is because in the case ofhSlug, the fIrst 20 amino acids , which

constitute the SNAG domain, alone have only minmal repressor activity (Hemavathy 

al. 2000b).

The detailed molecular mechansm of repression by Snail proteins has not been

elucidated. An interesting question is whether the extreme N-terminus including the

SNAG domain may recruit an auxiliar protein to mediate repression. This model is

consistent with the data demonstrating that the Drosophila Snail interacts with the co-

repressor dCtBP. This interaction is required for Snail to repress transcription in the

embryo (Nibu et al. 1998a; Nibu et al. 1998b). CtBP was fIrst identifIed as a protein that

binds to the adenovirus EIA at the C-terminus and the binding blocks the activity of the

oncoprotein (Scaeper et al. 1995). Among all the other members, the CtBP interacting

motifs are present only in W omiu, Escargot and ascidian Snail. Slug proteins posses a

rather degenerate CtBP interaction motif that is located outside the SNAG domain. There

is, unfortately, no fuctional analysis regarding the utilization of the CtBP interacting

motif of these other members. In addition to the co-repressor proteins , many repressors
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recruit histone deacetylases to modify chromatin and effect transcriptional repression

(Pazin and Kadonaga, 1997; Wolffe and Hayes , 1999). It wil be interesting to determine

whether CtBP or a SNAG domain binding co-repressor fictions to recruit histone

deacetylases to form a repression complex. The recruitment of histone deacetylases has

been suggested in the case ofhSlug (Hemavathy et al. 2000b).

It is most logical to suggest that by repressing taget gene expression, Snail

proteins can regulate diverse developmental and physiological processes. However, one

may wonder whether repressing the already identifIed target genes is suffcient to explain

all the observed phenotyes. The specifIcation of Drosophila mesoderm requires the

direct repression of rhomboid, single-minded and lethal of scute (Kasai et al. 1992; Ip

and Levine , 1992a; Ip et al. 1992c). On the other hand, there is evidence to suggest that

even when these genes are derepressed, the process of gastration occurs rather normally

(Ip et al. 1994b; Hemavathy et al. 1997). Thus , the repression of these three known

targets is not suffIcient to account for all the phenotyes associated with the snail

mutats. Meanwhile , the gene encoding the cell adhesion molecule E-cadherin has been

demonstrated to be a direct target of mSnail and hSnail (Battle et al. 2000; Cano et al.

2000). Thus , the isolation of more downstream target genes is one of the most importnt

issues regarding this family of regulators.
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CHAPTER II

The Mesoderm Determinant Snail Collaborates with Related Zinc finger Proteins to

Control Drosophila Neurogenesis



ABSTRACT

The Snail protein fuctions as a transcriptional regulator to establish early

mesodermal cell fate. Later in germ band extended embryos , Snail is also expressed in

most neuroblasts. Here we present evidence that ths expression of Snail is requied for

CNS development. The neural fuction of snail is masked by two closely lined genes

escargot and worniu. Both Escargot and W ornu contain zinc fIger domains which are

highly homologous to that of Snail. Although not affecting expression of early

neuroblast markers , the deletion of the region containng all thee genes correlates with

loss of expression ofCNS determinants includingfushi tarazu pdm- and even-skipped.

Transgenic expression of each of the thee Sna family proteins can rescue effciently the

fushi tarazu 
defects , and parially the pdm- and even-skipped CNS patterns. These

results demonstrate that the Sna family proteins have essential fuctions durg

embryonic CNS development, around the time of GMC formation.



INTRODUCTION

The snail (sna) mutant was fIrst identifIed in a large scale screen for genes

involved in embryonic patterning (Nusslein-Volhard et al. 1984). Embryos that are

homozygous for loss-of-fuction mutations of sna exhibit defects in gastrlation

mesoderm formation, and germ band retraction (Simpson, 1983; Grau et al. , 1984;

Nusslein-Volhard et al. 1984). sna expression is detected first in the ventral cells of the

blastoderm stage embryo (Alberga et al. 1991; Kosman et al. 1991; Leptin, 1991). This

ventral expression has been proposed to defme the limit and to direct the invagination of

the ventral presumptive mesoderm. The Sna protein contains fIve zinc fmgers and

fuctions as a DNA-binding transcriptional regulator (Boulay et al. 1987; Kasai et al.

1992; Ip et al. 1992c; Mauhn et al. 1993). In the blastoderm stage embryo, Sna

prevents the mixing of cell fates by directly repressing neuroectodermal genes such as

rhomboid and single-minded in the mesodermal terrtory (Kosman et al. 1991; Leptin

1991; Ip et al. 1992c). Sna may also regulate other target genes that are importnt for

ventral cell invagination (Ip et al. 1994a; Casal and Leptin, 1996; Hemavathy et al.

1997) .

The expression of Sna disappears from the mesoderm approximately 30 minutes

after invagination, then reappears in the neuroectoderm (Alberga et al. 1991; Leptin

1991; Ip et al. 1994b; Kosman et al. 1998). Drosophila embryonic nervous system

development stas with groups of cells , proneural clusters , in the neuroectoderm that

acquire the competence to become neural precursors (Campos-Ortega, 1993; Goodman
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and Doe, 1993). This initial determination depends on 
genes such as ventral nervous

system defective (vnd), intermediate neuroblasts defective (ind), muscle segment

homeobox (msh), and those in the achaete-scute complex (Isshiki et al. 1997; Campos-

Ortega, 1998; Chu et al. 1998; McDonald et al. 1998; Weiss et at. 1998). Though the

process oflateral inbition (Rooke and Xu, 1998; Bhat, 1998a), a cell withn each

proneural cluster is selected to become the neuroblast, which then delaminates into the

interior of the embryo. Neuroblasts fuction as stem cells of the nervous system. They

divide repeatedly and asymetrcally to produce another neuroblast and a ganglion

mother cell (GMC). The GMC divides once more to produce a pair of 
post-mitotic

neurons. The fate of GMCs and postmitotic neurons follows a well defIed pattern

depending on the input of many genes (Campos-Ortega, 1993; Goodman and Doe, 1993;

Doe and Skeath, 1996).

By the time of neuroblast delamination, Sna is present in most of the neuroblasts

that have segregated from the ectoderm. Despite the extensive expression in the

neuroblasts, Sna has no known fuction in the developing nervous system (Alberga et al.

1991; Leptin, 1991; Roark et al. 1995; Kosman et al. 1998). The neuroblast pattern of

sna resembles that of a group of genes called pan-neural genes (Bier 
et al. 1992; Roark

et al. 1995). One ofthese genes
scratch (scrt), encodes a protein that has sequence

similarity to Sna in the zinc fInger domain (Roark et al. 1995). Mutations of scrt have

no obvious phenotye except that viable escapers have morphological defects in the eyes.

Furermore , no nervous system defect can be seen in sna, scrt double mutants (Roark 

al. 1995). On the other hand, the scrt dpn double mutants 
fdeadpan (dpn) is another



pan-neural gene which encodes a basic Helix-Loop-Helix protein (Bier et al. 1992) J,

exhibit some defects in nervous system development (Roark et al. 1995). Therefore scrt

does have fuction in the central nervous system (CNS), but the fuction of sna if any, in

the nervous system does not overlap with that of scrt.

Escargot (Esg) is another protein, which contains fIve zinc fmgers with sequences

highly homologous to those ofSna (Whiteley et al. 1992). The expression of esg 

rather dynamic durg embryonic development. The gene is expressed in the epidermis

neuroectoderm , and imaginal precursor cells. Previous fIndings (Fuse et al. 1994; Fuse

et al. 1996; Hayashi , 1996) demonstrated that the Esg protein probably acts though the

cdc2 kinase to maintain the proper cell cycle in larval imaginal disc cells; in esg mutant

larae the imaginal disc cells lose their diploidy as they re-enter the S phase without

going through mitosis. Moreover esg and sna are both expressed in the embryonic wing

imaginal disc primodia and the two genes have redundant fuctions in this tissue; the

vestigial marker gene expression in the disc is lost in the esg sna double mutants.

Despite a clear demonstration of the redundant requirements of sna and esg in the wing

disc, the double mutant was reported to have no signfIcant embryonic CNS phenotye

(Fuse et al. 1996). Thus, the fuction of sna in the nervous system development has

remained a mystery.

We have identifIed from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project database a

novel gene, which encodes a protein with a zinc fInger domain highly homologous to

those of Sna and Esg. Based on the sequence homology and the fuctional relationship 

sna and esg, we have named this gene worniu (pronounced as war-niu, Chinese for snail).



RNA in-situ hybridization reveals extensive expression of wor in the developing nervous

system. worniu (wor) is located between esg and sna approximately 100 kb apar, in the

35D region of the second chromosome. Deletions that uncover all three genes exhibit

severe reduction of the expression ofCNS markers inc1udingjUshi tarazu (fz), POD

domain protein-2 gene (pdm-2), and even-skipped (eve). At later stages the mutant

embryos also have highly reduced axonal strctue. Transgenic expression of Sna, Wor

or Esg can each rescue effciently the early CNS defects , particularly the ftz pattern, and

parially the late defects. Since many early neuroblast marker expressions are normal in

the deletion mutants , the Sna family proteins probably fuction around the stage ofGMC

formation. Sna homologs have been identifIed in many different species (Sargent and

Bennett, 1990; Nieto et al. 1992; Smith et al. 1992; Hammerschmidt and Nusslein-

Volhard, 1993; Nieto et al. 1994; Jiang et al. 1998; Sefton et al. 1998). The

demonstration of an essential fuction of Sna family proteins in Drosophila nervous

system development may also provide a novel avenue to study neurogenesis in

vertebrates.



RESULTS

Worniu is a novel member of the Snail family proteins

We searched for genes that had sequence homology to Sna in the Berkeley

Drosophila Genome Project database. The search resulted in the identifIcation of one

such gene (in PI clone DS03023), which we named worniu (wor). Using the genomic

sequence information, we isolated full-length cDNA from early embryonic librares.

Sequence comparson between the genomic and complementary DNA (accession number

AF118857) reveals that the gene contains only one small intron located in the 5 end of

the protein coding region. The putative Wor protein sequence contains a C-terminal

domain with six zinc fmgers, which are very similar to those of Sna and Esg, even though

they contain only fIve fmgers (Fig. 11.1). The N-terminal halves of these proteins have

rather divergent sequences , except that they all contain a conserved basic motif (shaded)

very close to the N-termini. The fiction of this motif is not known. Moreover, the

proteins contain two P-DLS-K motifs (shaded boxed in Fig. 11.1). The P-DLS-K domains

in Sna have been shown to interact with the Drosophila terminal Binding Protein

(dCtBP) and to play importt roles in transcriptional repression (Poortinga et al. 1998;

Nibu et al. 1998a; Nibu et al. 1998b). Since all three Sna family proteins contain highly

homologous corepressor-interacting and DNA-binding domains , and can bind to similar

DNA sequences (data not shown; (Kasai et al. 1992; Ip et al. 1992c; Mauhin et al.

1993; Fuse et al. 1994)), it is possible that they bind to promoters of overlapping sets of

target genes and repress transcription.
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Figure 11.1. The Wor protein contains a zinc finger domain homologous to those of

Sna and Esg. The amino acid sequence alignent is shown. The identity in the zinc

fInger domains (boxed) is 85% (118/139 amino acids) between Esg and Wor, and 74%

(103/139 amino acids) between Sna and Wor. Unlike Sna and Esg, which have fIve zinc

fIngers (indicated as I-V), Wor has a sixth one (boxed) located immediately N-terminal to

the conserved region. The thee proteins also have two conserved P-DLS-K motifs

(shaded boxes) located in the N-termini. This motif has been shown to interact with the

dCtBP co-repressor. There is also a conserved domain (shaded), which is highly basic

and has unown fuction, located in the N-termini. The dash (-) represents a gap

introduced to maximize the alignent. The dot (. ) indicates identical residues between

Sna and Wor, or between Wor and Esg. The identity between Sna and Esg is not shown

specifIcally.



wor expresses extensively in neuroblasts similar to that of sna

The wor cDNA was used to prepare an anti-sense RNA probe for embryo in-situ

hybridization in order to study the spatial and temporal expression patterns. Whle there

is no maternal RNA deposition, zygotic expression can be detected fIrst at the onset of

neurogenesis. At late stage 8 wor transcript can be observed in two small patches of

cells in the dorsal head region anterior to the cephalic fuow, representing precursor cells

of the developing brain (Fig. II.2A). At stage 9 wor expresses in the fIrst wave of

delaminating neuroblasts along either side of the midline (Campos-Ortega, 1993;

Goodman and Doe, 1993), as well as in cells in the head region (Fig. II. , C , D). Later

in the germ band-extended embryo most of the neuroblasts contain wor RNA (Fig. 2E).

This pattern highly resembles that of sna at this stage of development (Fig. II.2G), except

that sna expression in some of the centrally located neuroblasts in each hemisegment is at

lower levels (panel G, arrow). In later stages wor continues to express in the brain and

part of the ventral nerve cord (Fig. II.2F). We did not detect expression ofwor in any

other embryonic tissues.

There is no extensive expression of esg in the neuroblasts similar to that shown

for wor or sna. However, it has been demonstrated that esg RNA is expressed in the

ventral neuroectoderm (Whiteley et al. 1992; Yagi et al. 1998). Careful examination of

the expression reveals that esg transcript is likely present in the CNS , albeit at varable

levels (Fig. II. , arrowhead). Based on the expression analyses , we hypothesized that

the newly identifIed wor might serve a redundant fuction with that of sna or esg durng
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Figure 11.2. wor is expressed in the developing nervous system. Panels A-F show the

RNA in-situ hybridization of wor durng neurogenesis in wild tye embryos. The

orientation of the embryos is anterior to the left. Panel A , G are dorsal views , panels B

, E are ventral views , and panels D, F , H are sagittal views. (A) A late stage 8 embryo

showing the earliest detectable stainng seen in the primordial brain region. (B) An early

stage 9 embryo showing wor expression in two colums of neuroblasts along either side

of the ventral midline, which is indicated by a horizontal line at the cephalic region. (C)

A mid-stage 9 embryo showing all three colums of delaminated neuroblasts expressing

wor. (D) The sagittal view of a stage 9 embryo showing the expression ofwor in the

delaminating neuroblasts. (E) A stage 10 embryo showing that most of the neuroblasts

express wor. (F) Expression of wor is seen in the ventral nerve cord and the developing

brain in a germ band retracted embryo. (G) The dorsal view of an embryo stained with

antisense sna RNA probe, showing expression in most of the neuroblasts at stage 10.

The arow indicates the centrally located neuroblasts in each hemisegment, which have a

lower level of RNA. (H) Expression of esg at stage 10, showing expression in the

neuroectoderm and in some CNS precursors , indicated by the arrowheads.
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neural development. This would explain why neither single nor double mutants of sna

and esg showed severe defects in the nervous system.

Deletion of the sna family genes correlates with CNS developmental defects

To test the hypothesis that the Sna family of proteins fuction redundantly in the

developing nervous system, we analysed the neural phenotye associated with a deletion

that uncovers all thee genes. wor is located between esg and sna about 100 kb apar, in

the 35D region of the second chromosome Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project

(FlyBase , 1999)). We took advantage of the close proximity of these genes and

examined the phenotyes in the DJ(2LJosp29 mutant (Df: 35BI-35E6). Since high levels

of Sna and Wor are present in the neuroblasts, we fIrst analysed the expression of the

proneural gene achaete which marks a subset of early delaminating neuroblasts. This

expression is not affected in the osp29 deletion mutats (Fig. 11.3A, B). The expression

patterns of additional neuroblast markers including hunchback (hb), dpn , scrt (Fig. II.3C-

H), and lethal oj scute (data not shown) also are similar in wild tye and mutat embryos.

The slight abnormality of the expression patterns is likely due to the gastration defect

associated with the sna mutation. Therefore , the early waves of neuroblast delamination

are normal in the absence of the Sna family proteins.

We then examined the CNS patterns ofGMC markersftz pdm- and eve. ftz 

expressed in a number of midline precursor cells and extensively in GMC (Doe et al.

1988b). In contrast to the neuroblast markers theftz expression is almost abolished in

the mutant embryo (Fig. 11.31 , J). The pdm- gene is also expressed in some neuroblasts
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and GMCs. The early neuroblast expression of pdm- in the mutant is rather normal

(data not shown) while the expression in later staged embryos is higWy defective (Fig.

11.3K, L). eve gene products are present in a number ofGMCs and postmitotic neurons

durg normal development. We fInd that all the eve CNS expression is absent in

homozygous osp29 deletion mutant embryos (Fig. II.3M , N). Taken together, the

deletion mutant that uncovers the thee sna family genes shows severe defects in CNS

development.

The CNS phenotye of the deletion mutat at late stages of embryogenesis was

evaluated by staining of different neural markers as ilustrated in Fig. II.4 Staing with

BP I 02, a monoclonal antibody recognzing all CNS axon scaffold and commissures

(Seeger et al. 1993), reveals that Df(2L)osp29 homozygous embryos have a severe

disruption in CNS formation (Fig. II.4A, B). Similar results can be observed with the

BP106 antibody (Fig. II.4C , D), which recognzes the CNS transmembrane glycoprotein

neurotactin (Hortsch et al. 1990), and the 22CI0 antibody (Fig. II.4E, F), which stains a

subset of cell bodies and axons in the CNS and PNS (Fujita et al. 1982). It is wort

noting that sna embryos exhibit both gastration and germ band retraction phenotyes.

Such morphological abnormality renders some diffculty in the analysis of the CNS

phenotye in late staged embryos. However, the CNS shows only minor defects in

embryos , which are mutated for sna alone (see Fig. II.6B), demonstrating that the CNS

phenotye in Df(2L)osp29 homozygotes is not solely due to the gastration defect.

Rather, it is because of the deletion of genes other than or in addition to sna.
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Figure 11.3. Early CNS developmental defects associated with deletion of the esg,

wor and sna. Embryos from wild tye (left panels) and Dj(2L)osp29 strain (right

panels) were hybridized with different Dig- labeled anti-sense RNA probes and the

expression pattern developed using the anti-Dig-V antibodies and alkaline phosphatase

reaction. The , hb, dpn and scrt patterns (A-H) indicate that the early phase of

neuroblast formation is largely normal. The mutant embryos shown in the right panels all

have a gap in the midline region, showing that they have gastrlation defect which is due

to the deletion of the sna gene in Dj(2L)osp29. The stainng ofjtz pdm- and eve 

GMC and neurons shows that the deletion embryos are highly defective in the expression

of these CNS markers (I -N). The posterior staing of eve , N), which is not under the

regulation of Sna, Wor, or Esg, serves as an internal control for the staining.
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Figure 11.4. The CNS morphology is highly defective in late staged embryos of the

Df(2L)osp29 mutants. Embryos from wild tye (left panels) and Df(2L)osp29 strain

(right panels) were stained with monoclonal antibodies to examine the morphology of the

axon scaffold (BPI02), the ventral nerve cord (BPI06), and the cell bodies and axons of a

subset ofCNS and PNS (22ClO). (A) and (B) are sagittl views of stage 13 embryos

showing that the homozygous mutant has little BP102 antigen staining remains. (C) and

(D) are ventral views of stage 14 embryos stained with BP106. The Df(2L)osp29 mutant

embryo has very little expression of the antigen and very poorly developed ventral nerve

cord. (E) and (F) are ventral views of stage 15 embryos stained with 22C 1 0, showing

that both CNS and PNS are very poorly differentiated in the mutant.



Sna related proteins have collaborative functions in CNS development

Since the osp29 deletion uncovered a large region, we tested whether the

observed CNS defect was a result of deleting the zinc fInger genes or other unelated

genes. We fIrst performed RNA in-situ hybridization on embryos obtained from

defIciency strains with break points in the division 35 region (Ashburer et al. 1990), to

assay for the expression of esg, wor and sna (Fig. II.5). We then studied the correlation

ofCNS phenotye with varous deletions by examining the expression of both eve RNA

and BPI02 antigen. Deletions that remove distally located genes including esg, or those

that remove proximally located genes including sna do not exhbit CNS phenotye

stronger than those of sna mutants. On the other hand, 4 deletions (Df(2L)osp29

Df(2L)do- , Df(2L)A48 and Df(2L)TE35BC-24) that all uncover the three genes exhbit

the severe neural defects already described for Df(2L)osp29. These results show a clear

correlation of the CNS phenotye with the deletion of the region between esg and sna.

The Df(2L)noc Scorv9R extends from the distal direction (Ashburer et al. , 1990)

and deletes both esg and wor but not sna (Fig. II.5). The expression of CNS markers is

normal in ths mutant (Fig. II. , F), demonstrating that the fuction of wor by itself is

not essential for CNS development. The deletion Df(2L)TE35D-22 extends from the

proximal direction and uncovers both sna and wor but not esg. These mutant embryos

however, have much reduced eve expression and CNS axonal strctue (Fig. II. , H).

This phenotye was less severe than that seen in esg- wor- sna embryos (compare to Fig.

II.3N and 4B). Another line of evidence that supports the involvement of Sna family



proteins is the RIl deletion. This mutant exhibits slightly reduced RNA expression of

both sna and wor at late stages , while esg expression is undistubed. This reduced

expression of wor and sna correlates with a slightly abnormal eve CNS expression (Fig.

11.5), again supportng the idea that reducing both wor and sna activities can lead to

abnormal development of the nervous system.

We also compared in detail the neural phenotyes of esg and sna point mutants.

The esg mutat embryos have CNS morphology indistinguishable from that of wild tye

(data not shown) (Fuse et al. 1996). The sna mutat has almost normal eve expression

and slightly defective ventral nerve cord formation (Fig. II. , B). This mild phenotyes

may be an indirect result of the gastrlation defects associated with sna mutants. In the

double mutat eve expression (Fig. 11.6C) appears to be similar to that of sna (Fuse 

al. 1996), but the BPI02 staining reveals a more severe morphological disruption of the

nervous system (Fig. II.6D). Taken together, the results are consistent with the

hypothesis that the CNS fuctions of individual sna family genes can be compensated by

the other two. Deleting two of the thee genes , paricularly wor and sna at the same time

can lead to a rather severe neural phenotye.

Transgenic expression of Sna, Wor, or Esg rescues early CNS defects

To confI the fuction of these three proteins in neural development, we

constrcted transgenic rescue plasmids in which individual genes (esg, wor or sna) were

placed under the control of a 2. 8 kb sna promoter, which contains an enhancer element
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Figure 11.5. Genetic analysis reveals a linkage of CNS defects with the esg-wor-sna

loci. The chromosomal division 35A-35F is represented by the bold line on top of the

left panel. The approximate locations of outspread (osp), Suppressor of Hairless

fSu(H)J, 
and lace are shown as reference points. The lines underneath represent the

regions that are uncovered in each of the deletions indicated to the right. The breakoints

are based on previous genetic data (see Materials and Methods) and RNA in-situ

hybridization. The expression is based on RNA in-situ hybridization or BP102 antibody

staining assays using whole mount embryos collected from each of the fly lines. (+)

indicates RNA expression or BP102 staining not worse than that shown in sna mutants

(Fig. II. , B). (-) represents no detectable RNA expression (see Fig. 3N), or almost

total loss ofBPl02 staining (as shown in Fig. II.4B). (+/-) assignent for BP102 has a

disrupted pattern similar to those shown in Fig. II. 6D or H; for eve it is similar to that in

Fig. II.6C. (-/+) assignment for eve is similar to that in Fig. II. 6G. The Rll deletion has a

hatched line at the distal end, representing some uncertinty of the break point. The do-

1/TE35D-22 transheterozygous also has the deletion represented by hatched line, because

it is a prediction from the break points of the two parental defIciencies. ND is not

determined. (x) in the bottom ofleft panel represents point mutation.



that directs expression in the neuroblasts (Ip et al. 1992b; Ip et al. 1994b). The

transgenic flies obtained were then crossed with the osp29 strain and analysed for CNS

development. In the presence of anyone of the three constrcts the ftz expression is

restored signfIcantly (Fig. II. , E, F), in contrast to the almost complete loss of

expression in embryos from the parental mutant line (Fig. 11.7B, C). Analysis of the

rescued pattern under higher magnfIcation reveals that par of the ftz staining is clearly

absent. However, more detailed analysis is required to pinpoint the exact cell lineages

that are missing. Neverteless, the results demonstrate that each of the thee sna family

genes can perform essential fuctions in the CNS in the absence of the other two.

The rescue of the expression ofpdm- and eve both of which were defective in

the osp29 mutant, by the transgenes were also examined. Whle all thee sna family

genes clearly can rescue the expression of pdm- (Fig. II. , D, E), the effect is not as

extensive compared to that offtz. For eve RNA, the trans genes rescue the expression in 

signifIcant number of cells when compared to the total loss of expression in the parental

osp29 mutant (Fig. II. , H, I , J). The rescue of eve again, is not as extensive as that of

ftz. Later staged CNS morphology in the rescued embryos was also monitored by BP102

staining. The embryos caring the trans genes have slightly better overall CNS axonal

morphology (Fig. II. , N), but they are stil highly abnormal when compared to the

wild tye.

We also performed pairwise recombination of the transgenes and tested whether

they could achieve better rescue. By staining embryos obtained from stable lines that are
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Figure 11.6. Varying degrees of CNS defect in different combinations of sna family

mutants. BPI02 and eve staining of different mutant embryos are shown. (A, B) The

sna embryos show nearly normal eve expression. The BP102 staining reveals some

defects in the CNS axons. However, this may be a result of morphogenetic defects

associated with sna mutant embryos. (C , D) The esg- sna double mutant embryos appear

to have eve expression similar to the sna embryos, but the BP102 stainig reveals a more

severe CNS phenotye at late stages. (E, F) The embryos obtained from the noc SCOrv9R

deletion, which uncovers esg and wor but not sna have eve expression and BPI02

staining indistinguishable from that of wild tye. (G, H) The TE35D-22 mutats , which

are deleted for wor and sna but not esg, exhbit a very signfIcant loss of eve expressing

neurons. The developing CNS revealed by BPI02 staing also shows severe defects.
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Figure 11.7. Transgenic rescue offtz CNS expression by the sna related genes. The

transgenic lines PfsnaJ, PfworJ, and PfesgJ, expressing one of the thee genes under the

control of the 2. 8 kb sna promoter were constrcted as described in Materials and

Methods. These flies were crossed together with the osp29 defIciency. Embryos

collected from parents that car homozygous trans gene on the third chromosome and

heterozygous deletion on the second chromosome were used for stainng. All panels

show ventral views of the embryos, except C shows the side view. The genotyes of the

embryos are indicated in the right comers of the panels. Each transgene shows

signifIcant rescue ofJtz expression (D , E , F) when compared to the almost undetectable

expression in the osp29 embryo (B , C). However, the rescue is not complete , as

comparison under higher magnifIcations (G, H) reveals that some staining ofJtz 

missing in the dusters of GMC in the rescued lines. The presence of two rescue

transgenes (I , J , low and high magnfication, respectively) exhibits slightly better rescue.

The sna wor and sna esg combinations are not shown because most embryos show almost

wild tye staining and are therefore diffcult to distinguish rescued mutant from wild

tye.
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homozygous for two trans genes, we found that the constrcts direct the expression ofjtz

slightly better (compare Fig. II.71 to E, F). Meanwhile, the eve expression in the presence

of two trans genes is not signfIcantly better (Fig. II.8 K, L). Similarly, the expression of

the BPI02 antigen reveals only minor improvement of the axonal morphology (Fig.

II. 8N).

The 35Dl region contains a separate genetic locus that regulates late phases of

neuroblast delamination

Transgenic expression of the Sna family of proteins, although suffcient to rescue

jtz expression (Fig. II.7 D-J), has only modest effect, if any at all, on the ventral nerve

cord morphology (Fig. 11.8 M , N). Thus, an early event ofCNS development is not under

the control of Sna family of proteins and contrbutes to the ventral nerve cord

abnormality. We found that this is likely because the deletions uncover an independent

genetic locus , which is essential for late phases of neuroblast delamination.

Careful examination of varous neuroblast markers shows that the number of

neuroblast in later stages of mutant embryos is substatially smaller (Fig. II.9).

Neuroblast delamination takes place in multiple waves (Goodman and Doe
, 1993). The

early eaves (around stage 8-9 after egg laying) produce the characteristic pattern of three

colums along both sides of the midline (Fig. II.9G). Such early waves appear normal in

the deletion mutants , as shown by stainig of early markers including achaete, deadpan

hunchback, scratch and prospero (Fig. II.3 and II. , H). However, the late phases

(around stage 11 or more after egg laying) 
ofneurblast delamination do not occur. For
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Figure 1.8. Transgenic rescue of the expression of CNS markers. Panels A-E show

the expression patterns ofpdm- panels F-L show the expression of eve and panels M-

show the expression ofBPI02 antigen. All panels are ventral or ventral-lateral views of

the embryos. The patch of staining in the middle of the pdm- hybridized embryos (most

clearly in panel B) is the out of focused, midgut stainig. The PfsnaJ containng mutant

embryo (C) has clearly better stainng compared to the parental mutant embryo (B).

PfworJ and PfesgJ , E) can also rescue, but slightly weaker than that of Pfsnaj.

Similar results were obtained for the rescue of eve expression by the transgenes (H-J).

The rescue is weak but signfIcant. The presence of two rescue transgenes together does

not improve signfIcantly the eve expression (K, L), when compared to that of single

transgenes. The axonal strctue revealed by BP102 stainng is also weakly rescued by

the trans genes (M , compare to the parental mutant in Fig. II.4B). Rescue by the two

trans genes is only marginally better (N).



instance, wild tye scratch expression is present in both early and late neuroblasts. Older

mutant embryos appear to lack neuroblasts when compared to wild tye (compare Fig.

11.9A and 9B). The prospero RNA staining also reveals similar phenotyes , such that the

wild tye dense staining in later stages becomes sparse in the mutant embryos (Fig. II.

E). The marker Castor/Ming has early expression in few neuroblasts surounding the

midline , and appears comparable in mutant and wild tye embryos (Fig. II. , J). The

expression becomes more wide spread in later stages, but the mutants have much less of

this late stage staining (Fig. 11.9K, L). Transgenes of snafamily cannot rescue ths late

stage neuroblast delamination defect (Fig. II. , F , J, L). Manual counting of cells

expressing scratch RNA revealed that the number ofNb does not increase progressively

in older mutant embryos (Fig. II.9M). Therefore , we conclude that the deletion mutants

uncover a snail independent genetic requirement specifIc for late phases ofNb

delamination. Although the mechansm responsible for this defect remains unknown, this

observation is critical for the interpretation of the rescued phenoype and of the fuction

of Sna protein family.

DISCUSSION

We have identifIed in Drosophila a gene encoding a zinc fmger protein highly

homologous to Sna. This gene is also closely linked to sna and esg on the left arm of the

second chromosome. We have named this gene worniu based on the fuctional and

strctual relationship to both sna and esg. Experimental results demonstrate that wor

sna and esg paricipate in neurogenesis. The simultaeous loss-of-fuction of all thee
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Figure 11.9. snail family-independent neuroblast delamination defect. Panels G and H

are embryos at approximately stage 9, panels K and L are at approximately stage 12 , and

all other embryos shown are at approximately stage II. Panels A -C are embryos stained

for scratch RNA expression. The level of expression appears similar in the mutant, but

the number of cells that have staining is smaller (B). The presence ofworniu, escargot 

snail transgene canot rescue the pattern to resemble that of the wild tye (C). Panels D-

Hare prospero RNA expression. In early embryos (G, H), the overall patterns are

comparable in wild tye and mutant. Note the expanded midline (ML) expression in the

mutat. In older embryos (D, E) the staining is sparse in the mutat. The defect cannot be

rescued effciently by sna family transgenes. Staining with antibody against Castor/Ming

shows similar defect, that in older stage embryo (K, L) less number of cells stain positive

for the protein. In panel M, a graph is presented showing that the number of neuroblast

does not increase similarly in progressively older embryos that are mutat. The embryos

were double stained for scratch RNA for neuroblasts and Engrailed protein for segment

boundaries. The number of cells that stained positive for scratch withi 3 hemisegments

were counted and plotted. The stage of the embryos was estimated by expression pattern

and morphology. We also made a simple assumption that embryos that had more staining

were at an older stage.
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genes correlates with severe defects in neural development. By transgenic rescue assays

we show that this family of proteins acts early to determine neural cell fate, around the

time of GMC formation.

The identifIcation of the novel gene wor was a critical step that led to the

elucidation of the fuction of the sna family in CNS development. Not only that wor

codes for a protein that contains a homologous zinc fInger domain, it also expresses in the

developing CNS. The expression pattern highly 
resembles that of sna suggesting a

possible fuctional redundancy. A series of experiments designed to test this hypothesis

demonstrated that these genes indeed are importt durg neurogenesis. First, deletions

that simultaeously uncover all thee genes exhbit severe CNS developmental defects

and this CNS defect maps to within a 150 kb region containing these three genes.

Second, while sna or esg mutation does not show a severe neural phenotye , deleting two

out of the thee genes could result in varing degrees of CNS developmental defects.

Third, the expression in transgenic flies of the thee genes individually is suffcient to

rescue at least part of the CNS defects.

While the CNS defects exhibited in the deletion mutants can be restored by the

trans genes , the rescue, particularly the late phenotyes such as the axonal strctues , is

not complete. These results are consistent with the idea that Sna family proteins fuction

at an early stage of neural development and that late patterns are farter downstream

therefore less effciently rescued. Previous genetic analyses demonstrated that at least in

the RP2 neuronal lineage 
ftz acts upstream of pdm- and eve (Doe et al. 1988a; Doe 

al. 1988b; Bhat and Schedl , 1994; Bhat et al. 1995; Chu-LaGraff et al. 1995; Yeo et al.
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1995). Therefore flz is a proximal genetic target in the hierarchy downstream of the Sna

family proteins , and it is possible that 
flz fuctions upstream of other genes including

pdm- and eve to control the development of multiple neuronal lineages. Such

hypothesis does not exclude the possibility that Sna family also regulates other neural

determinants in addition to 
flz at the stage of GMC formation (Fig. II. 10).

The lack of complete rescue by the transgenes may also be due to the limitation of

the sna promoter used. The 2.8 kb promoter, although it has been shown to direct the

expression of lacZ (Ip et al. I 992b; Ip et al. 1994b) and the transgenes (data not shown)

in many neuroblasts, may not have drven the transgenic protein products at suffIciently

high levels or at later stages required for late gene expression. A thid possibilty is that

there may be additional genes responsible for the neural phenotyes observed in the

deletion mutants. If these additional genes exist, they must be located withn the region

uncovered by the do- l/TE35D-22 transheterozygote (Fig. II. 5) and likely between esg

and sna.

In the course of analyzing the CNS defect, we identifIed a neuroblast

delamination phenotye, which is Snail independent. Embryos homozygous for deletions

which uncover the 35Dl region have very severe CNS phenotye. The ventral nerve cord

is largely absent, as demonstrated by staining with a number of CNS markers. This is

likely a combined result of the Snail dependent defects described above and a second

defect oflate neuroblast delamination. Our postulation that it is delamination defect is

based on staining with multiple neuroblast markers and by counting of cells stained for
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Figure 11. 10. A model for the function of Sna family proteins in Drosophila

neurogenesis. The Sna family proteins are not required for early neuroblast (NB)

formation, since in the deletion mutat embryos all neuroblast markers tested have

staining similar to that in the wild tye. However, GMC and neuronal markers including

ftz pdm- and eve are severely affected. The rescue experiments demonstrate that theftz

expression is rescued extensively. Therefore , the temporal requirement of Sna family

proteins is likely to be around the time of GMC formation. The arows indicate genetic

hierarchy, not necessarly direct regulation. Since the genetic rescue is weak at late

stages , we do not know whether the Sna family proteins are solely responsible for the

highly disrupted CNS morphology observed in the Df(2L)osp29 mutat. Moreover

fuer investigation is required to determine whether Sna family can regulate other

neural determinants.
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scratch RNA. We have not excluded the possibility that the late neuroblasts do

delaminate but do not express all the markers tested. Regardless of the reason, that this

pheonotye is not rescued by snail trans genes drven by snail or heat shock promoters

(Fig. II. 9 and data not shown) is evident of a snail independent process. However, not

until the phenotye of snail worniu escargot trple point mutant is analysed can we be

certain that the snafamily has no role in controlling late neuroblast delamination.

Nonetheless, we favor the possibilty that there is a separate genetic component

responsible for the late waves of delamination. The genetic requirement has been mapped

to a close proximity ofwor and sna (Fig. II.9 and data not shown). We also tested the

anotated gene DS03023.210cated in this region, but it showed no RNA expression at

any stages in the embryo. Thus, the mechanism that leads to the late neuroblast

delamination phenotye remains unclear. However, this phenotye is essential for the

fuctional analysis of Sna family of proteins described in ths thesis.

Although individual expression of the three genes can rescue the CNS phenotye

we suggest collaborative, but not strctly redundant, fuctions of the three genes. This is

because if they are redundant, the presence of anyone of them should be equally effcient

to direct CNS development. However, the expressivity of the different mutat

combinations is rather variable (Fig. II.5). The rescue experiments also reveal that the

transgenic sna fuctions a little better than the transgenic wor and esg. Furhermore , the

expression of endogenous esg in the CNS is not as extensive as the other two genes.

Therefore sna is playing a more signifIcant role , while wor is somewhat less effcient



and esg the least importnt in CNS development. Nonetheless , the genetic rescue

experiments demonstrate that all thee can control neural differentiation. A similar

collaborative role of several proteins in CNS development has precedence in the achaete-

scute complex fuction (Jimenez and Campos-Ortega, 1990; Parras et al. 1996; Skeath

and Doe , 1996), in the pdm- and pdm- dependent regulation (Bhat and Schedl, 1994;

Bhat et al. 1995; Yeo et al. 1995), and in the 
frizzled receptors mediation of wg

signaling (Bhat, 1998b).

We have attempted to test the role of the pan-neural gene scrt by crossing the scrt

mutant to the osp29 deletion background. Unfortately, no stable fly line could be

established. Based on the sequence homology, however scrt is less closely related to the

thee sna family genes. Furhermore, in the deletion mutants where scrt is intact, the

expression patterns ofjiz pdm- and eve are mostly, if not totally, abolished. This

shows that scrt alone canot direct the expression of these markers in the absence of the

other thee genes. If Scrt collaborates with the other zinc fIger proteins in neurogenesis

the effect should be subtle.

Increasing numbers of sna related genes have been identifIed in diverse species

(Sargent and Bennett, 1990; Nieto et al. 1992; Smith et al. 1992; Hammerschmidt and

Nusslein-Volhard, 1993; Nieto et al. 1994; Jiang et aI. 1998; Sefton et al. 1998). These

proteins have been assigned to the Sna family based mostly on the similarity of the

sequences in the zinc fmger domains. The expression patterns and limited fuctional

studies of the vertebrate proteins suggest a role in regulating cell movement

(Hammerschmidt and Nusslein-Volhard, 1993; Nieto et al. 1994; Savagner et al. , 1997;
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Sefton et al. 1998). However, gene knock out experiments demonstrated that mutating a

mouse Slug homolog did not lead to detectable cell movement defect (Jiang et al. , 1998).

Such a result suggests a possible redundant fuction provided by other genes, similar to

our report here. If the vertebrate homologs do have a fuction in controlling cell

movement, it would be reminiscent of the control of cell movement durg gastration

by the Drosophila Sna. The expression of vertebrate Sna proteins in developing CNS

however, has not been demonstrated. A careful examination of the expression and

fuction in the CNS is needed to reveal the importnce. The analysis of the fuctions of

Sna, Esg, and Wor in Drosophila CNS development wil certinly provide a foundation

for similar analysis in other species.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila stocks and genetics

Fly stocks were maintained at 24 C using standard corneal-yeast-agar medium.

The y W stock was used for all element transformation. Microinjection was performed

using the .12-3 transposase helper plasmid, and the genetic crosses that established the

rescue lines were as described previously (Ip et al. 1994a; Hemavathy et al. 1997).

Genetic crosses involved mating Df(2L)osp29/CyO males with females carring the

double balancer y w; Bc Elp/CyO Plfz-lacZ, ry);ki/TM6 Fl males were collected

aring the genotye w; osp29/Bc Elp; +/TM6 Separate crosses were set up with

males carring the P-transposon (e.

g. 

pSnailpsna) on the third chromosome. These were

mated with females caring balancer chromosomes w; Bc Elp/CyO Plfz-lacZ, ry+);

ki/TM3 Ser. Fl females were collected that contain the genotye y w/y w; +/CyO Plfz-

lacZ, ry+); P-transposon/TM3 Ser. These Fl females were mated with the Fl males of

the preceding cross , and F2 fles were collected with the genotye w; osp29/CyO P lfz-

lacZ ry) ;P-transposon/TM6

y+. 

These were mated with each other to maintain

homozygosed stockes. Homozygous osp29 embryos were identifIed by their failure to
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hybridize with the lacZ antosense RNA probe (drven by the 
ftz promoter on the CyO

balancer chromosome), and also by the defect in gastrlation due to loss of sna in the

defIciency.

The recombination of the transgenic chromosomes was carred out by crossing the

transgenic y W stocks pairwisely. Female fles that were transheterozygous for the two

transgenes were collected and mated with 3 chromosome balancer male flies. Male

offsprig that had a dark red eye color were collected and mated with balancer stocks.

These potential recombinants were confIrmed by in-situ hybridization analysis of the

expression patterns ectopically in the mesoderm for wor and esg, or by genetic rescue for

sna. The genetic analysis of wor, sna and esg utilzed the following lines:

Table 11. 1 Lines used for genetic analysis of wor, sna and esg

IDeieiio-;---
G"-;ciDiin; ti;;;;-----"

Df(2L)b87e25 34Cl; 35CI- kuz --vas

Df(2L)osp18 35Bl-2; 35C4- osp --esg

Df(2L)noc Scd"'' 35Bl-2; 35D1 noc /(2)35Da

Df(2L)do- 35Bl; 35D2 ms(2)34Fe --sna

Dj(2L)osp29 35Bl-3; 35E6 osp beat" 

Df(2L)TE35BC-24 35B4-6; 35EI- 1(2)35Bg Ca-aT 

Df(2L)A48 35B2-3; 35D5- osp

- --

lac

Df(2L)TE35D-22 35D3; 35D7 1(2)35Da --ms(2)35Eb- 

~~~~~~~------ ----""-"



rDj(iLJS

~~~

j8"""'''''''''''''''''-''''''''''''''''''' 5'1ij":2;' 5B2=4;" "3'5i)i:"""""

~~~

:Adk::"

::'

:b' i"""'''''''-''''''''''''''''2; 35E2 .i 
Dj(2L)Sco

:;:;

: 35B2-4; 35Dl- noc Adh-; sna /(2)35Dh- 

Df(2L)TE35D- 14 35DI-2; 35EI- sna --ms(2)35Eb" 

Df(2L)Sco/'16 35DI-2; 35E2 sna Ca-aT 

Df(2L)TE35D- not visible sna CycE 

Dj(2L)TE35D-ll 
35D3- sM- /(2)35Dh- 

Df(2L)rlO 35El-2; 36A6- sna dac

Df(2L)RM5 35EI-2; 36A4- BicC --dac

1...................................-..................................-..-..........................................................................................................................................................-.................................

In addition, the snd1G05, esg Ce single mutants , and sndlG31 esgG66B double mutat were used

in the experiments. The details of the mutations are available on FlyBase (1999)

(FlyBase, 1999), in (Fuse et al. 1996), (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992), and in (Ashburer 

al. , 1990).

Plasmids and cloning of worniu cDNA

A DNA fragment of wor was obtained by PCR amplifIcation of an embryonic

cDNA librar (Brown and Kafatos , 1988) using primers based on the genomic sequence

that contains the putative coding region ofwor (PI clone DS03023). The fragment was

sequenced to confIrm its identity and used as probe for cloning cDNA from the librar.

Following primers were used for cloning and sequencing:



5' -CTGA TTTCAACAGATGAAGGACCAGTGGACTTGAGTGTGGCCTCG-

5' -CGCGGCACTCCCACTGGCTTTTGCA TGCTCTGTGCTGAGGCT AC-

5' -GATT AA T AAA TGGCCGGTGGTTGCA TTTGGTA TTC-

5' -ACGGGGT ACCGA T AA TGGTGGAGGAGTCC-

5' -ACCGGAATTCTT AA T AAA TGGCCGGTGGTTG-

5' -GTGAAGACA TCCGGAAAAGC-

The cDNA was sequenced completely and one intron was found in the 5 coding region

when compared to the genomic sequence. The cDNA sequence has been deposited in

GenBan under the accession number AF118857.

Plasmids for transgenic rescue were constrcted by sub-cloning the coding

regions ofwor, sna or esg into the pCaSpeR vector. This vector had been modifIed such

that a 2. 8 kb sna promoter region was inserted into the BamH I and Kpn I sites of the

pCaSpeR-AUG- gal vector (Thummel and Pirrotta, 1992) and this is called pCaSpeR-

Snailp (Ip et al. 1992b). The cDNA fragments were then cloned into the pCaSpeR-

Snailp to replace the lacZ gene coding sequence. The sna cDNA fragment was isolated

from a pP Act5C-sna cDNA by digesting with Kpn I and Bgl II (blunted), and cloned into

the Kpn I andXba I (blunted) sites of the transformation vector. For esg, plasmid pPAesg

(kindly provided by S. Hayashi) was cut with Xba , fIlled in to blunt and then cut with

EcoR V. The 1.6 kb fragment caring the esg gene was then cloned into the Asp 718 and

Xba I digested, and T4 polymerase blunted pCaSpeR-Snailp vector. The wor gene

fragment was obtained from the pG3Act5C-worniu which was cut with Bgl , fIlled in to



blunt and then digested with 
Kpn 1. The 1. 6 kb fragment was then cloned into the 

Kpn 

andXba I (blunted) sites ofpCaSpeR-Snailp.

Embryo RNA in-situ hybridization

RNA in-situ hybridization was performed as described previously (Hemavathy et

aI. , 1997). In vitro transcription was performed in the presence of digoxigenin-VTP

(Dig-V) to synthesize Dig- labeled RNA from a linearized plasmid template. Embryos

from heterozygous parents were collected on apple juice agar plates and aged

appropriately. They were dechorionated in bleach for 3 minutes, fIxed with vigorous

shakig in 4 ml of heptane and 4 ml of 4.6 % formaldehyde in 0.5x PBS-25 mM EGT A

for 25 minutes. The embryos in the heptane layer were mixed with 2 volumes of

methanol and devitellinized by shaking for 1 minute. The embryos were washed with a

few changes of methanol and then ethanol. The ethanol-washed embryos were treated in

xylene for 60 minutes, rinsed with ethanol and post-fIxed in 5 % formaldehyde in IX

PBS , 0. 1 % Tween (PBT). It was followed by a few washes in PBT and digested with

proteinase K (4 J.g/ml) for 3 minutes. Embryos were washed, post-fIxed again and

prehybridized (in 5X SSC, 50% deionized formamide , 100 J.g/ml salmone sperm DNA

50 J.g/ml heparin, 0. 1% Tween) at 55 C for 1 hour. Hybridization was cared out in the

same buffer, at the same temperatue with dioxigenin-labeled antisense RNA probes for

18 hours. The hybridized embryos were washed extensively with hybridization buffer at

, followed by washing with PBT at room temperatue. They were then incubated

with alkaline-phosphatase-conjugated anti-dioxigenin antibody (Boehrnger Maneim)
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at 4 C for overnight or at room temperatue for 1 hour. The embryos were then washed

with PBT and the expression patterns were visualized by incubating with staining

solution (100 mM NaCl , 50 mM MgCI2, 100 mM Tris pH 9. , and 0. 1 % Tween)

containing nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) and 5 -bromo-4 chloro-3 indolyl phosphate (X-

phosphate) as substrates. The stained embryos were mounted in Permount (Fisher) and

photographed under Differential Interference Contrast optics using Nikon microscope.

Immunohistochemical staining of embryos

Localization of expressed proteins or CNS antigens were monitored by stainig

embryos with monoclonal antibodies that are specifIc for their corresponding epitopes.

Embryos collected on apple/grape juice plates were dechorionated in fresh Chlorox for 3

mins and washed thoroughly with water and Triton- 100INaCI (0. 1 %/0. 1 mM).

Embryos were then transferred to 3.6 ml of Buffer B (10 mM KP04, pH 6.8; 15 mM

NaCl, 45 mM KCl and 2 mM MgClz). After addition of 0.4 ml formaldehyde (37%) and

4 ml of Heptane, the embryos were vigorously shaken for 12 mins. The bottom layer 

buffer and formaldehyde was then removed. 8 ml of methanol was added and the

embryos were once again shaken vigorously for 1 min. Then the top heptane layer was

removed and the devitellinized embryos that settled to the bottom were washed with

methanol 4 times and stored at 4 C until staining.

Antibody staining was performed by fIrst blockig the embryos in 5% milk in IX

PBS for about 3 hours. Primary antibody was diluted in IX PNMT (IX PBS , 500 mM

NaCl, 0. 5% milk and 0. 1 % Tween) and embryos incubated in 1 :50 primar antibody



overnight at 4 C. Next morning, the embryos were washed with IX PNMT by nutating

at room temperatue 4 times each for approximately 30 mins. Biotinylated anti-mouse

secondary antibody was diluted I :400 in PNMT and added to the embryos for overnight

incubation at 4 C. Embryos were then washed 6 times in IX PNMT each for

approximately 30 mins. Biotin-Strepavidin-horseradish peroxidase complex (Vectastain

ABC kit, Elite; Vector Laboratories , Inc. CA) were fIrst formed by adding the individual

solutions together approximately 30 minutes prior to mixing with the embryos. The

complex containing solution was incubated with the embryos at room temperatue for 1

hr. Embryos were then washed 8 times in PBT (1X PBS , 0. 1 % Tween) each for 5 mins.

The signal was developed by incubation with DAB in the presence of HzOz. The reaction

was terminated by washing the embryos with PBT and then with Ethanol. The embryos

were rinsed with ethanol , xylene, and then mounted in Permount (Fisher) for microscopy.



CHAPTER In

The Snail family of proteins regulate neuroblast expression of inscuteable and strng,

genes involved in asymmetry and cell division in Drosophila



ABSTRACT

Delaminated neuroblasts in Drosophila fuction as stem cells durg embryonic

central nervous system development. They go through repeated asymmetrc division to

generate multiple ganglion mother cells, which divide only once more to produce post-

mitotic neurons. Snail, a zinc finger transcriptional repressor, is a pan-neural protein

based on its extensive expression in neuroblasts. Previous results demonstrated that Snail

and related proteins , W omiu and Escargot, have redundant and essential fuctions in the

nervous system. We show here that the Sna family of proteins control CNS development

by regulatig genes involved in asymmetr and cell division of neuroblasts. In mutant

embryos which have the three genes deleted, the RNA expression of inscuteable 

signifIcantly lowered, while the expression of other genes involved in asymmetrc

division including miranda, staufen and prospero appears normal. The deletion mutants

also have much reduced expression of string, suggesting that a key component which

drves neuroblast cell division is abnormal. Consistent with the gene expression defects

the mutant embryos have lost the asymmetrc localization of prospero RNA in

neuroblasts and have lost the staining of Prospero protein that should be present in

ganglion mother cells. Transgenic expression of inscuteable and string together in the

sna family deletion mutant restores effciently the Prospero expression in ganglion

mother cells, demonstrating that the two genes are key targets of Snail in neuroblasts.

Mutation of the dCtBP co-repressor interaction motifs in the Snail protein leads to



reduction of the Snail fiction in central nervous system. These results suggest that Sna

family of proteins control both asymmetr and cell division of neuroblasts by activating,

perhaps indirectly, the expression of inscuteable and string.



INTRODUCTION

The Sna family of proteins contains a key signatue of four to six conserved zinc

fIngers. They fuction as transcriptional regulators durng embryonic development

cancer formation, and apoptosis (Hemavathy et al. 2000a; Manzanares et al. 2001).

Drosophila Snail was the fIrst member identifIed and shown to be a repressor essential for

mesoderm development (Grau et al. 1984; Nusslein-Volhard et al. 1984; Boulay et al.

1987; Kosman et al. 1991; Leptin, 1991; Ip et al. 1992b; Hemavathy et al. , 1997)).

Expression pattern analyses revealed that Snail is also present in embryonic wing disc

primodia and neuroblasts (Alberga et al. 1991; Kosman et al. 1991; Leptin, 1991;

Whiteley et al. 1992; Hayashi et al. 1993; Ip et al. 1994b). Snail acts redundantly with

Escargot, another member of this zinc fInger protein family, to control wing disc

development (Fuse et al. 1996). However, single or double mutants of snail and

escargot do not have signifIcant phenotye in the developing central nervous system

(CNS) (Ashraf et al. , 1999).

The absence of CNS phenotye in the null mutants of snail is due to the

redundant fuction provided by another member of the family called worniu as well as

by escargot to a lesser extent. In deletion mutants , which uncover these three genes, the

ventral nerve cord is severely underdeveloped as revealed by multiple neuronal markers

(Ashraf et al. 1999). One of the early CNS markers affected isfushi tarazu (fz). ftz 

initially expressed in many ganglion mother cells (GMC) and later on in many neurons

(Goodman and Doe , 1993). In the deletion mutants ftz expression in GMC is almost



abolished, and such defect can be rescued effIciently by transgenes of snail, worniu

escargot (Ashraf et al. , 1999).

Durng CNS development, clusters of cells in the neuroectoderm receive

instrctions from proneural genes to become competent to form neuroblasts (Campos-

Ortega, 1993). These proneural genes include the achaete-scute complex ventral

nervous system defective (vnd), intermediate neuroblast defective (ind), and muscle

segment homeobox (msh) (Isshiki et al. 1997; Campos-Ortega, 1998; Chu et al. , 1998;

McDonald et al. 1998; Weiss et al. 1998). Through the process oflateral inhibition

which involves Notch-Delta signaling, one of the cells in each cluster is selected to

become neuroblast and delaminates from the ectoderm (Rooke and Xu, 1998; Bhat

1998a). Delaminated neuroblasts have stem cell propert, whereby each goes though

repeated asymmetrc cell division to generate multiple GMC (Lu et al. 2000). Many

genes that paricipate in neuroblast asymmetrc division have been identifIed. For

instance bazooka fictions in the neuroectoderm to help polarize the cells (Schober 

al. 1999; Wodarz et al. 1999). Durng or soon after delamination, genes such as

inscuteable, miranda and staufen are expressed (Ikeshima-Kataoka et al. 1997; Shen 

al., 1997; Li and Vaessin, 2000). One of the fictions of these genes is to control the

subcellular localization within the neuroblasts of prospero mRNA and Prospero protein

which are segregated preferentially into GMC after cell division. Prospero is a key

reguator in determining GMC fate, by regulating the expression of neural genes such as

ftz and the precise one round of cell division to produce post-mitotic neurons (Doe et al.

1991; Vaessin et al. 1991; Li and Vaessin, 2000). Since snail and worniu have extensive



expression in neuroblasts, andflz expression in GMC is defective in mutants that have

uncovered the snafamily, we surised that Sna family of proteins may fuction at a

regulatory step in neuroblasts or GMC (Ashraf et al. 1999). Here we present evidence

that Sna family of proteins have fuctions within neuroblasts.

The previous chapter shows that deletions which uncover the chromosomal region

including the sna family cause severe abnormality in the CNS (Ashraf et al. , 1999).

Furermore , the expression of genes such as 
flz and even-skipped (eve) are absent, but

can be rescued by transgenes of snail, worniu, or escargot. We show here that the

absence of 
flz and eve is likely due to misreguation of early steps of neuroblast fuction.

The mutant embryos have normal early neuroblast delamination. These delaminated

neuroblasts , however, have signfIcantly lower level of inscuteable RNA expression. The

expression of other genes involved in asymmetrc division including miranda, staufen

and prospero appears to be normal. Consistent with the defect of inscuteable expression

the asymetrc localization of prospero RNA is disrupted and the strong Pro spero

protein stainng in GMC , normally a result of asymmetrc division, is lost. All the

mentioned defects can be rescued by transgenic expression of Snail, W omiu, or Escargot.

Thus, the establishment of neuroblast asymmetr is partially dependent on the Sna family

of proteins. We also observed that the phenotye of loss of Prospero protein staining in

GMC is much stronger in the snafamily deletion mutants than in inscuteable mutants.

Therefore , Sna family may have additional fuctions than just the regulation of

inscuteable. Accordingly, we found that expression of neuroblast-specifIc string RNA

and string promoter- lacZ reporters (Lehman et al. 1999) was also dependent on Sna



family. Furhermore, the number ofneuroblasts going through mitosis is reduced in the

deletion mutants , probably a result of misregulation of string. The activation of

inscuteable and string should be key fuctions of Snail in neuroblasts. This is supported

by rescue of GMC nuclear Pro spero staining by transgenic expression of inscuteable and

string, in embryos harborig deletion of snafamily. We also found that the co-repressor

interaction motifs (Nibu et al. 1998a; Nibu et al. 1998b) of Snail are essential for rescue

of the CNS phenotyes. Thus , Snail is likely a repressor in the CNS and indirectly

activates target genes. Our results support the idea that both neuroblasts cell division and

asymmetr are reguated by Sna family of proteins , perhaps as repressors to modulate a

yet to be identifIed target gene which normally fuctions to suppress inscuteable and

string transcription.
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RESULTS

Expression and regulation of Snail and Worniu in early CNS

snail and worniu both have extensive expression in neuroblasts, while that of

escargot is transient and sparse. Furermore , based on genetic analysis snail and

worniu have more importnt role than escargot in the regulation of CNS development

(Ashraf et al. 1999). Sinceflz expression in GMC was the earliest CNS defect observed

we carefully examined the expression of snail and worniu in GMC. A better

understanding of the patterns should help us to predict their possible fuctions in either

neuroblasts or GMC. In situ hybridization revealed that worniu RNA, in contrast to the

extensive expression in neuroblasts , is present in only a small number of GMC (Fig.

II1.1A). Even in later staged embryos , when there should be multiple GMC surounding

each neuroblast, we could detect the staining in no more than one small cell next to each

neuroblast. The limited RNA in the GMC is likely due to the segregation of the gene

product from the parental neuroblast. Once the GMC is formed, the active transcription

of worniu probably ceases. We also examined the protein and RNA expression of snail.

The results show that there is also very limited expression of snail in GMC. We rarely

detected a snail RNA containing GMC next to a neuroblast (data not shown). The

antibody staining revealed similar distrbution that the protein is predominantly in the

neuroblasts (Fig. III. 1 C , D).

We then examined whether proneural genes reguate neuroblast expression 

snail and worniu. Such regulation would place the snafamily in the well-established

genetic hierarchy that controls early neuroblast differentiation. The scuteB57 deletion
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Figure 111. 1. Expression of snail and worniu in early CNS. Panels A , B , E-H show

the RNA in situ hybridization of worniu panel C shows the RNA in situ of snail panel D

show antibody staining for Snail , and panel B is a double staining with Prospero

antibody. Panels A-E are wild tye (wt) embryos , and the genotyes of the embryos in

panels F-H are as indicated. The orientation of the embryos in this and following fIgues

is anterior to the left. Panels A-D are lateral view and panels E-H are dorsal-ventral view

of the embryos. Panels A-D are shown at 1000X magnifIcation, and panels E-H are at

400X magnfIcation. All the embryos are approximately at stage 9. wor RNA is

expressed extensively in neuroblasts but only in small number ofGMC , indicated by

arows (A). At similar stage , many GMC have formed as indicated by the Pro spero

protein staining (B). sna RNA and protein expression is also predominantly in

neuroblasts (C D). Panels E-H show that wor RNA expression is defective in embryos

mutant for different pro-neural genes.
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Figure 111.2. inscuteahle expression is dependent on Sna family of proteins. Panels

, C , E, G are stage 9 embryos and panel B , D , F , H are stage 10 embryos. All embryos

are ventral view. RNA in situ hybridization reveals the mRNA expression of inscuteable

is signfIcantly lower in osp29 mutant (C, D) than in wild-tye embryos (A, B). Note that

some localized mRNA is stil present in osp29 embryos. Loss of inscuteable expression

can be effciently rescued in embryos expressing transgenic Sna family of proteins (E-H).

Panel E and F are embryos with P(snailJ trans gene, whereas G and H are embryos with

P(wor, esg) transgenes. The P(wor, esg) was generated by recombination of the two

individual trans genes (Ashraf et aI. , 1999). The individual transgenes are under the

control of 2. 8 kb snail promoter, which contains the neuroblast expression element (Ip et

aI. , 1992; Ip et aI. , 1994). For this and following fIgues, the CNS phenotyes are

similarly observed in other deletions that uncover different portions of the 35Dl region

that include at least snail and worniu (data not shown). These mutant embryos have

morphological defects due to the requirement of Snail in gastration; the morphological

phenotye is used whenever possible to identify embryos that harbor the mutation. The

gastrlation phenotye has no direct consequence on the expression of CNS markers.

This is based on the observations that rescue of morphological defect by snail drven by

mesoderm promoter alone canot rescue the CNS defect, and worniu and escargot

trans genes can rescue CNS defect but not gastrlation defect (data not shown, see panels

H).
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mutat uncovers the three pro-neural genes achaete, scute and lethal of scute. In this

mutat, the expression of worniu in neuroblasts is signifIcantly reduced (Fig. III. IF).

Only few neuroblasts within each segment exhbit staining, and the expression level is

substatially lower. The expression ofworniu is also regulated by vnd and ind such that

in the mutant embryos the whole ventral and intermediate colums of staining are

missing (Fig. III. , H). In the msht,68 mutant, no abnormal expression ofworniu was

detected (data not shown). Previous results showed that the neuroblast expression of

snail is slightly affected in achaete-scute and vnd mutants but not affected in

daughterless mutat (Skeath et al. 1994; Ip et al. 1994b). In ind and msh mutants we

observed Snail protein expression in many neuroblasts but the spatial pattern is rather

disorganized (data not shown). In sumary, most of the proneural genes tested have

profound effects on the expression of worniu and have detectable but lesser effects on

that of snail. The predominant expression of snail and worniu in neuroblasts and their

regulation by proneural genes suggest that the sna family may have fuction within

neuroblasts.

inscuteable expression is regulated by Snail family of proteins

In mutants containing deletion of sna family of genes many early neuroblast

markers are normal whileflz expression in GMC is abnormal (Ashraf et al. 1999). Thus

the temporal requirement of Sna family of proteins should be after neuroblast

delamination but beforeflz activation in GMC. The expression offlz depends on

Prospero, a homeodomain protein that controls GMC fate (Doe et al. 1991; Vaessin 
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al., 1991; Li and Vaessin, 2000). Prospero protein and mRNA are preferentially

segregated to GMC from neuroblast through the processes of asymmetrc localization and

division (Lu et al. 2000). Genes that are involved in asymmetrc segregation of Prospero

include inscuteable, miranda, staufen. Therefore, we took a candidate gene approach to

ask if expression of any of these genes is defective in Nbs.

We utilized mutat embryos collected from defIciency strains which uncover the

35Dl chromosomal region including the snafamily genes. The most commonly used

defIciencies , the Df(2)osp29 deletion uncovers the region between 35Bl and 35E6 (Fig.

III. 2), and the Df(2)do- uncovers the region between 35Bl to 35D2 (data not shown)

(for details of these and other deletions , see (Ashraf et al. 1999)). In wild tye embryos

the expression of inscuteable can be detected early in delaminating neuroblasts. After

delamination, many neuroblasts show localization of the RNA (Fig. III.2A, B) (Li et al.

1997). Embryos homozygous for osp29 deletion, however, have signfIcantly lower level

of inscuteable RNA in much smaller number ofneuroblasts (Fig. II1.2C, D). Transgenic

copies of snail, worniu or escargot can effIciently rescue the expression of inscuteable

RNA (Fig. III.2E-H), demonstrating that it is the uncovering of the snafamily of genes in

the deletion that causes the phenotye. The rescue transgenes were under the control of

the 2. 8 kb snail promoter, which contains the neuroblast expression element (Ip et al.

1992c; Ip et al. 1994b; Ashraf et al. 1999). A 1. 6 kb snail promoter constrct (Ip et al.

1992b) (Ip et al. 1992c) that contains the mesoderm element but lacks the CNS element

could not rescue the defect (data not shown), demonstrating that expression of the

transgenes within the neuroblasts is essential for rescue of insc expression.
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In contrast to that of inscuteable the miranda RNA pattern and level are very

similar in wild tye and osp29 embryos (Fig. III.3A , B), suggesting that the RNA

expression of miranda is independent of Snail. The Miranda protein is present in the

mutants, and some localization is detectable but less prominent when compared to that of

wild tye (Fig. III.3C , D). The staufen RNA is ubiquitous and has enhanced expression

in neuroblasts. The overall RNA level of staufen also appears normal in the mutant (data

not shown). The prospero RNA level is detectable in the mutant, and appears to be lower

in stage 9 embryos but accumulates to higher levels in older staged embryos (Fig. III.3 F

H). However, one defect that we observed is the loss of localization of pro spero RNA

(Fig. II1.3H), which occurs in wild tye embryos before mitosis (Fig II1.3G). The

prospero RNA localization is dependent on Inscuteable and Staufen (Li et al. , 1997),

therefore , the localization defect of prospero is consistent with reduced level of

inscuteable expression. Furermore, the subcellular localization defect of prospero 

rescued in the presence of transgenic sna family (Fig. II1.3I), demonstrating that the

phenotye is dependent on Sna family of proteins.

Transition from neuroblast to GMC is defective in the absence of snail family

The segregation of Prospero protein into GMC from neuroblast is a critical event

durng asymetrc cell division. Since inscuteable plays a role in the segregation of

prospero gene products into GMC , we examined whether there is Prospero protein in

GMC of mutat embryos. Prospero protein staining can be easily detected in many wild

tye GMC nuclei (Fig. II1.4A). The staining is largely absent in the deletions that uncover
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the snafamily locus (for e. D.f2L)osp29J (Fig. IIIAB). Only a few cells have with the

size of normal GMC has the clear nuclear staining. A band of cells along the midline also

have Prospero staining (Fig. II1.4B. bracket), but these cells likely represent an expansion

ofthe midline (see also Fig. II1.3F for clear staining of RNA). It has been well

documented that in all snail mutants there is derepression of the mid-line determinant

single-minded in the blastoderm stage embryo (Nambu et al. 1990; Kosman et al. 1991;

Kasai et al. , 1992).

To determine whether there is defect withi GMC in addition to loss of Prospero

we examined the expression of Hunchback (Kosman et al. 1998), which is present

transiently in early neuroblasts and later on in many GMCs (Fig. IlIAD). In the deletion

mutat, the Hunchback protein in GMCs is also absent (Fig. II1.4E, bracket), while the

stainig in cells surounding the amnioserosa appears normal. Transgenes of snail

worniu or esgcargot rescued the staining of Prospero and Hunchback (Fig. IlIAC , F , and

data not shown), indicating that these GMC determinants are downstream of Snail protein

family. The results also suggest that the regulation ofJtz by the Sna family is indirect

probably though an earlier event such as segregation of Prospero from neuroblast to

GMC.

If the misregulation of inscuteable in the deletion mutant is the reason that causes

the loss of Pro spero and subsequentJtz expression in GMC, the expression of ins cute able

should correct the defects even in the absence of Sna family of proteins. Therefore, we

crossed an inscuteable transgenic constrct drven by the 2. 8 kb snail promoter into the

osp29 deletion genetic background in an attempt to rescue the defect. However, the
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Figure 111.3. Defective prospero mRNA localization in the deletion mutant. Panels

, B , E, F are ventral views of embryo with 400X magnifIcation. Panel C , D are sagittl

view of embryos with 600X magnfIcation. Panel G-J are sagittal views of embryos with

1000X magnifIcation. RNA in situ hybridization for miranda mRNA expression shows

normal miranda mRNA expression and subcellular localization in wild-
tye and osp29

mutant embryos (A and B , arows indicate cells with RNA localization). The Miranda

protein is detectable in the deletion mutat although appears to have lower level; some

localization of the protein can be detected but in smaller number of cells in the mutat (C

D). The embryo in panel D also contained a snail rescue transgene with expression in

mesoderm but not in CNS. The expression of prospero mRNA is detectable in the mutant

albeit a bit lower in early stage (E , F); the intense midline (ML) stainig in the mutant is

likely due to expansion of midline cell fate in the absence of Snail in blastoderm. Older

mutat embryos (H) accumulate higher level of prospero RNA, similar to that of the wild

tye (G). The apparently lower level of prospero RNA in the mutat could be due to the

loss of subcellular localization as seen in wild tye embryos (compare G and H, arows

indicate localization). Ths localization defect can be rescued in the presence of P(wor

esgJ trans genes (I). In inscuteable mutant embryo (1), the Prospero protein expression is

clearly seen in some GMC (arrow head) and neuroblast (arrow) nuclei. This phenotye is

different from Prospero protein pattern in osp29 embryos (compare with Fig. II1.4B).
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Figure 111.4. GMC formation is defective in the absence of Sna family of proteins.

All embryos are approximately at stage 11. Panels A-C are ventrl view and D-F are

sagittal view of embryos. Panels A and D are wild-tye , Band E are Df(2L)osp29

mutant, and C and Fare osp29 with P(wor, esg) transgenes. The Prospero protein

staining is largely absent in the deletion mutat (B). More cells show stainig in the

midline (ML), likely due to the derepression of midline determinants in the absence of

Snail (see also Fig. II1.3F). Transgenes ofworniu and escargot rescued Prospero

expression effIciently (C). Similar results were also observed in the presence of snail

trans gene (data not shown). Hunchback (Hb) at this stage is present in many GMC (D).

The brackets in panel D-F mark the area where Hb positive GMC are seen in wild tye

and rescued embryos but absent in osp29 mutant embryos.
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rescue was variable and not nearly as strong as those embryos expressing the sna family

transgenes (data not shown, but see Fig. II1.7). This suggests that inscuteable is a

relevant but not the only importnt taget gene of Snail. Another line of evidence

supportng the idea of additional target gene is from the comparson of the phenotyes in

osp29 and inscuteable mutant embryos. In inscuteable mutants the Prospero crescent is

formed but the mitotic spindle is randomized (Kraut et aI. 1996; Li et al. 1997). As a

result, at the end of telophase, the Prospero protein often segregates into the GMC

though in random orientation (Fig. II1.3J). This process is known as the telophase rescue.

Such phenotye is less severe than the almost total loss of Pro spero GMC stainng in

osp29 deletion mutat (Fig. II1.4B). Therefore, we surised that in addition to the

misregulation of inscuteable there might be other defects, which lead to the more severe

phenotye in the osp29 deletion mutants.

Control of the cell cycle regulator string

One possibility, which may explain the more severe phenotye in snafamily

deletion mutants , is the total loss of GMC formation as result of disruption ofNb cell

division. Neuroblasts are arrested at cycle 14 at the G2/M transition (Edgar and O' Farrell

1990; Edgar, 1995). After delamination, pulse of string (encodes Cdc25 phosphatase

homolog) expression in neuroblasts drves the cells to enter mitosis. We examined the

expression of string RNA in whole mount mutant embryos, but the result was ambiguous

due to high level expression in ectoderm and other tissues which obscure the signal in the

neuroblast cell layer (data not shown) (Edgar et al. 1994). We therefore used tissue
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sectionig to gain better view of the expression in neuroblasts. The sections clearly

showed expression of string RNA in the neuroblasts at stage 9 embryos (Fig. II1.5A).

There are consistently 3-4 neuroblasts on each side of the midline that show staining.

This neuroblast expression appeared very faint in the osp29 mutant embryos (Fig. II1.5B),

and most sections did not show staining in neuroblasts while expression in ectoderm

appears normal. The presence of wor and esg transgenes in the deletion mutant

background lead to accumulation of string RNA in some neuroblasts (Fig. II1.5C) and

suggests a positive role of Sna family in regulating string expression.

We also used string promoter- lacZ reporters that have more specifIc expression in

neuroblasts to confIrm the above observation. Promoter analysis demonstrated that many

modular regulatory elements are present in a 50 kb region of the string locus (Lehman 

al. 1999). The string 6.4 line contains a 6.4 kb genomic fragment which is originally

located approximately 10 kb from the transcription star site of string. The string 5.3 line

contains 5.3 kb of DNA , which is originally located approximately 20 kb from the

transcription star site. Both lines have strong expression in early and late neuroblasts

(Fig. II1.6A, B , G, H) (Lehman et al. 1999). In osp29 and do- deletion mutants, the

lacZ expression of string 3 is almost undetectable (Fig. II1.6C , D). The expression of

string 6.4- lacZ is also largely abolished (Fig. III. , J). The reduced expression of string

3 is partially rescued and the string 6.4 is effciently rescued by one copy of trans genes

of the snafamily (Fig. II1.6E, F , K, L). The results obtained with endogenous string

RNA and string promoter-reporters demonstrate that transcription activation of string
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Figure 111.5. Snail family of proteins regulate string expression in neuroblasts. RNA

in situ hybridization were done using antisense string probe on wild tye (A), osp29

mutant (B), and P!wor, esgJ carring mutant embryos. After in situ hybridization, the

embryos were embedded in Epon plastic and 3 micron sections were cut and

representative sections are shown here. The arrows indicate RNA expression of string 

neuroblasts. There is also stainng in ectodermal cells. The neuroblast layer is located

between the ectoderm and the mesoderm (A). The osp29 mutat embryos also have

more folding indicating gastrlation defects. Nonetheless , the ectodermal staining is

clear but the neuroblast stainig is largely absent (B). The transgenes can rescue some

expression of string in the neuroblasts (C).
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Figure 111.6. string-lacZ reporter expression is also regulated by Snail family. RNA

in situ hybridization using antisense lacZ probe reveals string promoter- lacZ reporter

expression. Two different string- lacZ reporters were used. Panels A-F are embryos

expressing string 5. lacZ whereas panels G-L are string 6.4- lacZ. Panels A, B , G, H

are wild tye embryos, panels C, I , J are osp29 embryos , panel D is another deletion do-

embryo (Ashrafet aI. , 1999), and E, F , K and L are osp29 embryos carring the indicated

rescue transgenes. In the deletion mutats , the lacZ expression is almost abolished. All

the rescued embryos cared only one copy of the indicated transgenes, there is

nonetheless clear rescue of the reporter expression.
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Fig. III.7. Cell division defects and rescue of Pro spero GMC expression. Panels A-

are embryos stained for Phosphorylated-histone H3 (brown), and panels C-F are embryos

double stained for prospero RNA (blue). A-D are ventral view of embryos shown at

600X magnfIcation, and E- F are sections of similar embryos shown at 1000X

magnfIcation. The bracket in panels A and B indicate the ventral neurogenic region

where most neuroblasts are located. There is clear staining of phosphorylated H3 in a

number of cells in wild tye embryo (A), indicating mitosis. Much less staining is seen in

the osp29 mutat embryo (B). Similar embryos double stained for prospero RNA

showing the neuroblast layer (C, D). The arow heads point to some ofthe

phosphorylated H3 stainig. Sections of similar embryos shown in E and F indicate that

while in wt neuroblasts layer, some of the pro spero RNA expressing cells are in mitosis

mitosis is rarely seen in Nb layer of osp29 embryos. Panel G and H are embryos at 400X

magnfIcation, showing the staining of Pro spero protein in GMC. In the presence of both

string and inscuteable transgenes Prospero protein can be detected in many GMC nuclei

along the two sides of the expanded midline (H). The embryo containing the transgene

still has expanded midline, indicating the lack of Snail activity. The embryo carred only

one copy of each of the VAS transgenes.
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is at least parially under the control of Sna family of proteins.

If regulation of string is one of the important events , then cell division of

neuroblasts should be affected in the absence ofSna family of proteins. Cycle 14

---

neuroblasts are arrested in G2/M transition. We therefore examined the mitotic process

by staing for phosphorylated histone H3 , which reveals condensed chromosome. In

wild tye embryos , although the neuroblasts do not have highly synchronized mitosis

anti-phosphoH3 stainig can be detected in multiple cells (Fig. III. 7 A). In the osp29

mutant embryos , such staining is consistently reduced (Fig. II1.7B). The use of pro spero

RNA to mark the neuroblast layer and the use of tissue sectioning (Fig. II1.7C-F) provide

fuher support for the idea that the mutant embryos have reduced mitosis in neuroblasts.

We fuher demonstrate by genetic rescue experiments that the severe CNS

defects are likely due to a combination of loss of inscuteable and string expression.

Similar to the results obtained for inscuteable transgenic expression of string alone had

weak and variable effect in the rescue of Pro spero expression in GMC (data not shown).

Thus, we combined the two rescue transgenes and drove their expression in neuroblasts

using the UAS-GaI4 system. In the osp29 deletion background, combined expression of

inscuteable and string via single copies of each transgene resulted in clear stainng of

Prospero in many cells resembling GMC (Fig. III.7H). The staining was particularly

apparent alongside the expanded midline, characteristic of mutant embryos losing the

Snail fuction in early mesoderm. Moreover, this rescue was more consistent, with many

more embryos exhibiting the rescued phenotye compared to when the lines contained
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only one of the two trans genes. The results support the idea that both inscuteable and

string are relevant targets of Sna family.

Snail function in neuroblasts requires the dCtBP co-repressor interaction motifs

A clearly demonstrated in vivo fiction of Snail is transcriptional repression. The

repression fiction is mediated though the recruitment of dCtBP (Drosophila terminal

binding protein), which acts as a co-repressor for Snail to reguate taget genes such as

rhomboid, lethalofscute and single-minded (Nibu et al. 1998a; Nibu et al. 1998b).

There are two conserved P-DLS-R/K motifs in Snail (Fig. II1.8), as well as in Womiu and

Escargot, and they have been shown to be critical for recruiting dCtBP (Nibu et al.

1998a; Nibu et al. 1998b; Ashraf et al. 1999; Hemavathy et al. 2000a). Mutations of

these motifs abolish the Snail fuction as a repressor. To gain insight into the molecular

mechansm of how Snail regulates CNS development, we introduced into the osp29

deletion background transgenes of snail which had the dCtBP interaction motifs

mutated. Ml contains the N-terminal motif mutation and M2 contains the C-terminal

motif mutation. The expression of inscuteable and 
ftz was examined. The assay showed

that M2 rescue of inscuteable andftz expression is similar to that of the wild tye protein

(Fig. III. , F , compare to Fig. II1.3F and (Ashraf et al. 1999). On the other hand, Ml

has reduced ability to rescue when compared to that ofM2 (Fig. II1.8C , D), and the

double mutant (MI2) rescues the least (Fig. III. , H). These results demonstrate that

the dCtBP interaction motifs are essential for the Snail fuction in the CNS. It is
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Figure 111.8. Snail function in neuroblasts requires dCtBP co-repressor interaction

motif. The fIgue on top of the panel show the schematic protein strctue of Snail. The

embryos show RNA in situ hybridization forftz , B , C, E and G) and inscuteable , F

and H). All the embryos are osp29 mutants , except in panel A the embryo is wild tye.

Panels C and D are embryos expressing a P(snai/) transgene in which the N-terminal

dCtBP interaction motif is mutated (Ml). In panels E and F the embryos contain the M2

mutant, and in G, H the embryos contain the M12 double mutat. There is much reduced

rescue offtz and inscuteable in the absence of both dCtBP interaction motifs.
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consistent with the idea that Snail acts as a repressor in neuroblasts to regulate gene

expression, thus possibly activates inscuteable and string indirectly.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that the Sna family of proteins fuction withn neuroblasts

to control CNS development, through regulation of two determinants in the asymmetr

and cell division pathways (Fig. 9). One ofthe downstream events is the reguation of

inscuteable expression. In the absence of Sna family of proteins inscuteable RNA level

is substantially reduced. The mutat embryos also lose the asymmetrc localization of

prospero RNA within the neuroblasts. It has been shown that Inscuteable is requied to

anchor Staufen, which in tu binds and localizes prospero RNA (Li et al. 1997). Thus

it is conceivable that Sna family of proteins regulate the expression of 
inscuteable which

is essential for the asymmetrc localization and segregation of prospero gene products.

The proper segregation of prospero gene products into GMC is critical for GMC fate

determination (Doe et al. 1991; Vaessin et al. 1991; Li and Vaessin, 2000). A recent

publication also reported the observation that the apical crescent of Prospero protein is

formed but the basal localization is absent in deletions uncoverig the sna family genes

(Cai et aI. 2001). The loss of basal accumulation of Pro spero and the randomization of

spindle rotation results with the loss of inscuteable and other regulators downstream of
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Sna family (Cai et aI. , 2001). Thus , our observations are consistent and complementar

to such conclusions.

Whle the loss of inscuteable can explain the localization defects of prospero gene

products , the reguation of inscuteable may not be the only fuction of Sna family of

proteins. Together with Miranda and Staufen
, Inscuteable helps to localize prospero

RNA and Prospero protein (Li et al. 1997; Shen et al. 1997; Lu et al. 2000), which are

then transported to the basal side at a later stage of cell cycle and preferentially

segregated to the GMC after cell division. Inscuteable is also required for spindle

orientation (Kraut et al. 1996; Kaltschmidt et at. 2000). In inscuteable mutants, apical

crescents of Pro spero still form but the transport to basal side is much delayed. 

addition, the spindle rotation is randomized. Thus , occasionally Prospero protein is

segregated correctly into GMC. In the osp29 deletion mutat embryos Prospero protein

stainig in GMC is largely absent. Thus, the combined 
phenotye of sna family is more

severe than that of inscuteable.

Transcription regulation of string is a key event in controlling embryonic cell

cyclel4- 16 (Edgar, 1995). At this stage the maternal and zygotic supplies of other cell

cycle reguators drive all post-mitotic cells pass S 
phase. The maternal string, on the

other hand, has been depleted or degraded durng early cell divisions. Thus , in the

neuroectoderm the selected cells that wil become neuroblasts are arested at G2/M

transition. Once the neuroblasts have delaminated
, pulse of string transcription leads to

the activation of M phase and the cells go through division. We showed that the
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Figure 111.9. Snail family of proteins play an essential role in neuroblast

development. Many pro-neural genes control the expression of snail and worniu 

neuroblasts. Snail and W ornu, and to a lesser extent Escargot, normally fuction to

reguate the asymmetr and cell division ofneuroblasts by controllng the expression of

inscuteable and string, respectively. The coordinated expression of these two genes is

required for proper segregation of Prospero into GMC, where Prospero fuctions as a

critical factor for cell fate determination. The arrows indicate genetic hierarchy, not

necessarly direct reguation. The Sna family of proteins likely fuction as repressors.

Thus, the regulation of inscuteable and string may be through the repression of another

repressor, leading to gene activation. It is also formally possible that Sna family of

proteins can directly activate the expression of these two genes.
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expression of string is defective specifIcally in the neuroblasts, and Sna family can rescue

such a defect to some extent. A few neuroblast expression elements have been mapped

flanng the string gene (Edgar et al. 1994; Lehman et al. 1999), and we tested the

regulation of two of them. The results strongly indicate a positive involvement ofSna

family of proteins. Since we have not tested all the promoter fragments (this was

attempted but was technically unsuccessful, as two other promoter- lacZ trans genes were

on the second chromosome and, unike the 6.4- lacZ trnsgene , failed to recombine with

the defIciency chromosome) and the rescue of endogenous string expression does not

appear to be complete, it is not clear yet what proportion of string expression is regulated

by Sna family of proteins. Nonetheless, if the regulation of string is a key event, there

should be neuroblast cell division defect. Staining for phosphorylated H3 in the osp29

deletion corroborate with such interpretation. Furhermore , transgenic expression of

inscuteable or string alone did not rescue substantially, while the combination of both

trans genes resulted in consistent rescue of Pro spero staing in GMC in the snafamily

deletion background. Our results support the idea that both inscuteable and string are

importt downstream targets, and that Sna family of proteins have an importnt role in

modulating the asymmetr and cell division of neuroblasts.

Although inscuteable and string are so far the two most proximal downstream

targets in neuroblasts, there is no indication that they are direct targets of the Sna family

transcription factors. Published results point to the notion that Snail is a transcriptional

repressor. Snail, Worniu, and Escargot all contain two dCtBP binding motifs (Ashraf 
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al., 1999), and mutations of the dCtBP interaction motifs in Snail abolish the repressor

activity (Nibu et al. 1998a). Thus, our results of dCtBP binding motif mutats of Snail

suggest that Sna family of proteins fuction as repressors in neuroblasts. We attempted to

examine embryos that contain the dCtBP mutation, but the result was inconclusive. This

is because the mutant embryos have very severe morphological defects in post-

gastrlation stages , due to the fact that dCtBP also fuctions as co-repressor for

segmentation determinants such as Kr ppel and Kn (Nibu et al. 1998b; Keller et al.

2000). Whle we favor the role ofSna family of proteins as repressors , it is formally

possible that they can activate target gene expression. First, repression of known target

genes repressed by Snail in the early embryos is not suffcient to explain the gastrlation

phenotye associated with the snail mutats (Hemavathy et aI. 1997). Second, dCtBP

interacts with the repressor Hair but the interaction results in a disruption of the

repressor activity (Phippen et al. 2000). Third, the timing of snail and worniu expression

when compared to that of inscuteable and string is rather coincident. There is little time

for the transcription and translation of an intermediate reguator. Therefore , it is also

possible that the Snail-dCtBP interaction can lead to direct activation of inscuteable and

string. An analysis of the promoters of inscuteable and string and the associated proteins

wil shed some light on the reguatory mechanism.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila stocks and genetics

Fly stocks were maintained at 25 C using standard commeal-yeast-agar medium.

The y W67 
stock was used for all element-mediated transformation. The transformation

constrcts were co-injected with the i\2- transposase helper plasmid. Genetic crosses

that established the rescue lines was performed as described in Chapter II (Ashraf 
et al.

1999). Briefly, the individual rescue transgenes on the third chromosome were crossed
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with the osp29 mutant chromosome and stable lines were established. Chromosomes that

contain two transgenes were obtained by meiotic recombination. The recombined third

chromosome containing two trans genes was then crossed with the osp29 chromosome.

The string- lacZ 5.3 line is located on the 3 chromosome and was crossed to the deletion

mutant background by genetic crosses. The string- lacZ 6.4 and VAS-string lines are

located on the 2 chromosome and were recombined with the osp29 mutat chromosome.

Female fles transheterozygous for osp29 and string transgenes were collected and mated

with a second chromosome balancer line 

(y 

w; BcElp/CyO) males. Male offspring that

had red eyes and curly wings were collected and mated withy w; osp29/CyO and

G31
/CyO females to test for lethality over the mutant chromosomes. The crosses that

produced no straight wing progeny were fuer tested by examing morphological

defects that are similar to snail mutats and by in situ RNA staining for lacZ or string

confmning the presence of trans genes. Df(J)sc!57 , vncf8, incF , indRRI08, mshA68 and

inscP72 
mutant alleles were used in gene expression analyses (Kraut et al. 1996; Chu 

al. 1998; McDonald et aI. 1998; Weiss et aI. 1998). VAS-string (Neufeld et al. , 1998)

was obtained from Bloomington stock center. The defIciency lines have been described in

detail ((Ashraf et al. 1999) and Chapter II).

Plasmids

snail cDNA fragments with dCtBP binding site mutations were isolated from

pSK(+)snail Ml , M2 , or M12 (Nibu et al. 1998a; Nibu et al. 1998b) by digestion with

AscI. The fragments were blunted with T4 polymerase and cloned into the KpnI and
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XbaI (both blunted) sites ofpCaSpeR-Snailp vector (Ashraf et al. 1999). This vector

contain 2. 8 kb of the snail promoter. The generation of transgenic rescue constrcts of

snail, worniu and escargot were described previously (Ashraf et aI. 1999). pSnailpGal4

plasmid was constrcted by clonig the Gal4 fragment (KpnI/XbaI) from pGATN into the

same sites ofpCaSpeR-Snailp vector.

Embryo in situ hybridization

RNA in situ hybridization was performed as described previously (Hemavathy 

aI. 1997). Briefly, in vitro transcription was performed in the presence of digoxigenin-

VTP (Dig-V) to synthesize Dig-V labeled RNA from a lineared plasmid template.

Fixed embryos were hybridized with Dig- labeled RNA overnght, and then incubated

with alkaline phosphate-conjugated anti-digoxigenin antibodies. The signal was

developed using the alkaline phosphatase reaction.

Immunohistochemical staining of embryos

Antibody staining was performed essentially as previously described (Ashraf et

aI. , 1999). For localization of Snail in CNS , affnity purfIed polyclonal antibody

(Guinea pig) was used at 1:5 dilution. The Pro spero monoclonal antibody was used at

1: I , and Hb polyclonal antibody (guinea pig) at I :400. The secondary antibodies were

obtained from the Jackson Laboratory and used at I: 1000 for anti-rabbit, 1 :400 for anti-

mouse , and 1: 1000 dilutions for anti-guinea pig. Anti-phosphorylated H3 antibodies

(rabbit) was purchased from Vpstate Biotechnology and used at 1 :200 dilution.
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Embryo Sectioning

Embryos were sectioned by embedding the stained embryos in Epon plastic

(Hemavathy et al. 1997). In situ hybridized and antibody stained embryos were rinsed

extensively with ethanol and then in propylene oxide. They were infItrated with 1: 1

propylene oxide-Epon (Epon is a mix of95 g Epox 812, 60 g Nadic methyl anydrous

45 g dodecenylsuccinic anhydrde, and 2 g DMP-30) (Polysciences Inc. , P A) for 2 hours.

The embryos were mixed with Epon, transferred to plastic molds and baked at 60 C for

24 hours. The plastic embedded embryos were sectioned to 3micron thckness using

microtome and diamond knife , mounted with permount, photographed under DIC optic.
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CHAPTER IV

Worniu is required for Drosophila larval brain development

? :J
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ABSTRACT

worniu (wor) encodes a protein of the Sna family in Drosophila. Previous studies

have implicated wor in embryonic CNS development, where it fuctions with snail 

coordinate asymmetr and cell division durg Nb to GMC formation. In this study we

show that loss-of- fuction of wor results in laral brain developmental defect. Injection of

wor dsRNA in early embryos results in lara with an elongated brain. The 1(2)35Da

complementation group contains semilethals and map to wor locus. Three alleles of

1(2)35Da also have the elongated brain phenotye. Both the lethality and the brain

phenotye can be rescued by wor transgene. Therefore wor also plays an importt role

durg post-embryonic brain development.
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INTRODUCTION

The thee most closely related Sna family zinc fInger proteins in Drosophila Snail

W ornu and Escargot, distinct and overlapping fuctions at different stages of Drosophila

embryonic development (Leptin, 1991; Hayashi et al. 1993; Hemavathy et al. 1997;

Kosman et al. 1998; Ashraf et al. 1999). Snail is a C2H2 Zn- fmger protein that regulates

the mesoderm formation by repressing the transcription of neuroectodermal and

mesoectodermal genes in the presumptive mesoderm. Snail fuction is also required for

gastrlation. Escargot fuctions in imaginal disc cells to maintain diploidy. Escargot

fuction is also required for tracheal and limb development. Genetic analysis has shown

that in wing discs Sna and Esg; and in embryonic CNS , Sna, Wor and Esg, have redundant

fuctions (Fuse et al., 1996; Ashraf et aI. 1999). The Sna family is requied to establish

proper asymmetr and cell division in embryonic neuroblasts ((Cai et al. 2001); Ashraf

and Ip, in press).

worniu (wor) was discovered durng a search of the Drosophila Genome Project

database for sequences that show homology to the Snail zinc fInger domain (Ashraf et al.

1999). The C-terminus ofWornu has the key signatue of conserved zinc fIngers

belonging to the Sna family of proteins. While most other members of the family have 5

fmgers Worniu has a sixth one located N-terminal to the conserved fIve domains. Based

on the homology we can infer that the Sna family potentially regulates the same sets of

genes. Indeed, in vitro experiments have demonstrated that these three members have
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binding affnity for the same consensus, and even deletion of the sixth fmger of W omiu

does not alter the DNA binding activity in vitro (unpublished observation).

Sna and Esg are expressed in multiple tissues and stages wor however, is

expressed exclusively in the CNS , durng embryogenesis , mainly in delaminated

neuroblasts and later in neurons ((Ashraf et al. 1999); Ashraf and Ip, in press; and chapter

III of this thesis). Apar from the observed redundancy with Sna and Esg in neuroblasts

no other developmental role of wor is curently known. In order to determine if wor has an

independent role in other stages of development, we investigated the expression pattern of

wor in larval tissues. wor is expressed to high level in larval brain and not detected in

other laral tissues. The brain stainig is predominantly in the central brain, optic lobe

and the proliferating centers of the thoracic region. Similar staining showed that snail

expression in larval brain is not so pronounced and esg is seen only in the optic lobe

region. Expression in brain predicts that wor is involved in the laral brain development.

The larval brain develops from Nbs that originate in the embryonic CNS (Truman

et al. 1993). At about embryonic stage 16 , the Nbs stop dividing. The larval Nbs start to

divide at the fIrst instar larval stage. Following the rule of embryonic Nb division, the

larval Nbs also undergo a series of asymmetrc divisions to produce smaller GMCs.

GMCs divide only once and produce daughter cells that matue into neurons. Each Nbs

may undergo 70 or more divisions, thereby resulting in 140 or more neurons produced in a

pair wise fashion. Durng laral life , the CNS not only controls the larval behavior but also

prepare the larae for metamorphosis. As the larvae grow the Nbs increase in size , but

without endoreplication.
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Investigation into the role of wor in the laral CNS by dsRNAi revealed that loss

of wor probably results in changes in brain morphology with thiner and longer brain

stem. Such phenotye is consistent with the expression pattern ofwor. To confIrm the

requirement of wor in larval brain development, we set out to obtain loss-of- fuction

genetic mutats. Based on both genome sequence and defIciency mapping, wor is located

in the 35D region flaned by esg and sna (Ashraf et al., 1999; Ashburer et al. , 1999).

Previous genetic screens isolated a complementation group 1(2)35Da located in this

position, and therefore a good candidate for wor (Ashburer et al. 1999). In order to

confIrm that the lethality associated with 1(2)35Da alleles is indeed due to loss ofwor

fuction, we attempted to rescue the lethality with wor transgenes. We screened a

Drosophila embryonic genomic librar and cloned a 13 kb fragment that encompasses

the wor QPen reading frame (ORF) and possibly endogenous 5' and 3' m1ranslated

regions (UTRs). We generated transgenic lines with this genomic clone and also with a

trans gene of the wor cDNA under the control of the hsp70 promoter (see Materials and

Methods). The two transgenes rescue the lethality of 1(2)35Da alleles, in trans-

heterozygotes and hemizygous combinations.

When we examined the laral brain ofthe 1(2)35Da alleles we observed elongated

brain stem phenotye similar to that of the RNAi experiment. Transgenic wor also rescued

the phenotye , demonstrating that the genetic defect is due to loss of wor.

.. 

We therefore conclude that wor is essential for normal larval CNS development;

disruption of this fuction results in abnormal brain development, which may be linked to

laral lethality.
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RESULTS

wor RNA is expressed in larval brain.

To determine whether wor has a fuction outside the embryonic Nbs , we examined

RNA expression in laral tissues by in situ hybridization. Strong signals could be detected

in specifIc regions of the laral brain, while no detectable expression was observed in

other laral tissues. The expression localizes within the proliferative centers of the brain

(Figure IV. l), including the central brain, optic lobe and the thoracic Nbs. We detected

only low levels of exprerssion of sna RNA in the larval brain, and some expression of esg

within the optic lobe of the brain ((Hayashi et al. 1993); and data not shown). Therefore

wor has stonger and more extensive expression than sna and esg in larval brain

suggesting an independent fuction at ths stage of development.

RNAi assay reveals a function of wor in larval brain.

To determine whether the expression of wor RNA in the laral brain can be

correlated to a loss-of-function phenotype, we performed RNAi experiment by injecting

wor dsRNA into embryos (see Material and Methods). In order to examine the

morphology of the developing laral brain, we also utilized embryos caring N GFP

trans gene. The fly line contans a UAS-GFP trans gene drven by a separate Gal4 trans gene

under the control of nirvana2 promoter (kindly provided by Dr. Paul Salvaterra). nirvana2

encodes a sodium-potassium channel expressed exclusively in the CNS neurons and some
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Figure IV.

wor expression in the larval brain. RNA in situ hybridization of wild-type laral brain

stained with Dig-U labeled antisense wor RNA. Panel A shows the ventral view and panel

B the lateral view of dissected brains stained with wor RNA. RNA expression is

predominantly within the proliferating centers.



Figure IV.
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Figure IV.

wor RNAi induces a brain morphology phenotype. First insta live lara caring N

GFP trans genes are shown. Panel A shows a larae that was injected with buffer at early

embryonic stage. In panel B a ds wor RNA injected larae is shown. Compared to the

buffer injected larae, the RNA injected larae has somewhat longer and more diffused

pattern of GFP in the brain.
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PNS neurons. 2-4 hour post fertilization, the embryos collected from this line were

injected with wor dsRNA and aged in a moist chamber for 24- 30 hours (Sun et al. , 1999).

Under a fluorescent microscope, GFP expression in the CNS can be monitored beginning

at late embryonic stages, when the ventral nerve cord develops, and continuing to

adulthood. We scored the injected embryos for CNS defects at different stages after

injection. The dsRNA injected larae had clearly elongated VNC (Figue IV.2B)

suggestig that loss of wor fuction in the CNS results in a morphological defect.

Approximately 20% (87/400) of the embryos that were injected surived as lara. Half of

these surived larae had a phenotye. This phenotye is strctly correlated with the

injection ofwor dsRNA , as injection of buffer alone did not produce any animal with

similar phenotye (Figue IV.2A).

The 1(2)35Da complementation group contains semilethal mutations that map to wor

locus.

Previous genetic screens isolated lethal complementation groups near the alcohol

dehydrogenase (Adh) locus. One of these complementation groups named 1(2)35Da was

mapped near sna. Five alleles, of which three HG35, B7 and B27 are curently available

(Ashburer et aI., 1990). Based on our knowledge of the location of wor, 1(2 )35Da is a

good candidate for wor mutations. We therefore, cared our a detaled genetic analysis to

determine the lethal phase and the phenotype of the mutats. Our analysis of the thee

alleles, summarzed in Table IV. l shows that, two alleles (B7 and B27) were homozygous

embryonic lethal. The HG35 homozygous embryos, on the contrar, hatched. To quantify
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the extent of embryonic lethality, we fIrst outcrossed the mutant lines to w fles to

remove the lethality associated with the CyO balancer chromosome. Heterozygous

offspring were crossed in heteroallelic or homoallelic combinations, as well as with the

Df(2L)osp29 deletion which uncovers the wor region. In such crosses, 25% of the progeny

should be homozygous, trans-heterozygous or hemizygous for the mutations. Table IV.

shows that in heteroallelic combinations, the percentage of mutat embryos that die is low,

ranging from 0 to 5%. Embryonic lethality was generally higher (close to 25%) with

homozygotes or hemizygotes, confIrming earlier observations (Ashburer et al. , 1990).

Homozygous B7 and B27 are embryonic lethal, (consistent with the previous observation

of being embryonic lethal for this complementation group). However, the homozygous

HG35 and all transheterozygous of the EMS alleles yield substantial number of suriving

lara in our crosses. Therefore, a possible explanation is that the EMS induced additional

mutations on the chromosomes. These three alleles of 1(2)35Da are not fully penetrant for

embryonic lethality, which may be a combinatorial effect with secondar unidentifIed

mutations. Hemizygous of the three EMS alleles over two different defIciencies also

showed complete embryonic lethality (Table IV. l).

Since many heterozygous embryos hatched, we wanted to determine the stage of

lethality. We counted adult surivors in crosses between different alleles. Inter-se crosses

in all combinations (for e. , between HG35/CyO and B7/CyO) produced 5- 13% adult

surivors. When mated to defIciency Dj(2L)osp29/CyO no adult surivors were

obtained (Table IV.2), as expected since they all appeared to die at embryonic stage.

Therefore , we concluded that these alleles are semi-lethal and hypomorphic as the
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phenotye (embryonic lethality) is more extreme over a deletion than inter-se (post-

embryonic lethal). Moreover, the above analysis suggests that lethality in homozygous

35Da alleles (e. HG35/HG35) may be due to second site mutations and independent of

wor.

The sem-lethality predicts that some of the larvae died durng larval or pupal

stages of development. For ease of indentifying a trans-heterozygous lara, we established

lines in which 1(2)35Da alleles and Df(2L)osp29 were balanced over the second and third

chromosome translocation w; T(2;3)CyO- TM6B (see Materials and Methods). The TM6B

contains the short larae Tubby marker, which helps to identify animals containing one or

no balancer chromosome. In this case, the trans-heterozygotes wil be non- Tb larvae or

pupae and can be followed til adulthood, when the animal ec10ses as a non- Tb adult.

Crosses between 1(2)35Da/T(2;3) and osp29/T(2;3) did not have any hemizygous non-

laral progeny and no adult surivors. ConfIrming the analysis described above

homozygous HG35 crosses produced non- Tb larvae but no adults. B7 and B27

homozygous crosses did not have any non- Tb laral progeny. In heteroallelic

combinations , on the contrary, all the trans-heterozygous progeny hatched as lara but

only 5- 13% non- Tb larva developed as straight wing adults (Table IV.2). The adult

surivors were also scored for secondar markers. HG35 and B7 chromosomes are both

marked with recessive marker cinnabar (en) (see Materials and Methods), and

transheterozygote straight wing adult surivors were scored for en eye color, which

indicated that they carred independently assorted chromosomes. Similarly, the B7/B27
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Viabilty at embryonic stage of 1(2)35Da complementation group

embryos hatched / total counted

(% of expected homozygous or trans heterozygous) 

HG35/+ B7/+ B27/+ osp29/+ do-l/+

HG35/+ 252/256 256/256 134/150 178/222 168/217
(94%) (100%) (57%) (21 %) (10%)

B7/+ 200/249 119/124 184/248 172/228
(21 %) (84%) (0%) (0%)

B27/+ 86/113 124/191
(0%) (0%)

Table IV.

Mutant lines were outcrossed with w to remove lethality due to the balancer

chromosome. Homoallelic and heteroallelic crosses were set up. Embryos were collected

on apple juice/agar plates ITom a collection bottle. Embryos were then lined up on apple

juice plates and aged in a moist chamber and scored after 24 hours when larae should

have hatched. Most of the HG35 homoallelic larvae died at early second instar stage (Fig.

A.l), but in heteroallelic combinations (HG35/B27 or B7) the death was at thrd instar or

early pupal stages. NT, not tested.
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transheterozygous adult surivors had en bweye color (B7 and B27 chromosomes are

marked with recessive markers en and brown (bw), see Materials and MethodsJ.

Therefore, we conclude that the 1(2)35Da alleles are hypomorphic and laral semi-

lethal.

Transgenic rescue of l(2)35Da lethality with wor coding sequence.

To confmn that the lethality of 1(2 )35Da alleles was due to loss of wor function we

attempted to rescue the lethality with transgenes caring a genomic clone of wor as well

as the wor cDNA expressed under the hsp70 promoter (Materials and Methods; also see

below). We cloned a - 13 kb DNA fragment from a A phage Drosophila genomic librar

(see Materials and Methods for detail on cloning). The wor genomic fragment was

subsequently cloned into the transformation vector pCaSpeR and injected into embryos to

obtan germ-line transformants. Two independent lines with transgene on the third

chromosome were obtained. Transformants were crossed with thee 1(2)35Da lines to test

for the rescue of lethality. The thee alleles caring the transgene were tested for adult

surivors but produced no homozygous adult surivors. However, fles which were

hemizygous or trans-heterozygous for 35Da alleles, caring the genomic wor 

chromosome 3 surived to adulthood (Table IV.2). Although the genomic clone

containing wor coding sequence appears to rescue lethality, there is a possibilty that

another unkown gene in this constrct is responsible for the effect. Therefore, we furher

demonstrate the involvement of wor by generating lines in which the wor cDNA is
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Rescue of lethality by worniu transgenes

" "

Transheterozygous adult surved/total counted
(% survival of expected trans-heterozygous)

f:'

;;,, ,
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P(wor P(hsp70wor)

HG35 Df(2L)osp29 0/218 (0%) 62/187 (100%)

B7 Df(2L)osp29 0/259 (0%) 34/134 (76%)

B27x Df(2L)osp29 0/122 (0%) 90/183 (148%)

HG35 21/196 (32%) 153/364 (126%) 22/104 (63%)

HG35 B27 11/87 (38%) 70/132 (159%) 33/122 (81 %)

B7 B27 7/124 (17%) 27/88 (92%)

Table IV.

Alleles of 1(2)35Da and Df(2L)osp29 were rebalanced over w; T(2;3)CyO-TM6B

translocation. Homoallelic and heteroallelic combinations were then tested for adult

surivor. Test for P-element dependent rescue was performed as described in Materials

and Methods. Score represents the percent of adult surivors that carr two alleles or are

hemizygous, as judged by the straight wing and color of the eye. In parenthesis, the total

numbers of flies scored are given. NT, not tested.
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drven under the hsp70 promoter. Heat-shock was carred out durg the fIst to second

instar larval stage. Once again only trans-heterozygous fles surived to adulthood when

lines carring hsp7Owor transgene on the thid chromosome were mated to 35Da alleles

(Table IV.2). Therefore , we conclude that the semi-lethality in trans-heterozygous and

complete lethality in hemizygous combinations is due to 
wor mutation.

Larval brain morphology depends on wor function.

The wor expression in the larval brain and the dsRNAi phenotye predict a role for

wor at this stage of development. Since our genetic analysis confIrm that the 
35Da

complementation groups contain mutations in the wor gene, we examined whether these

mutations have similar phenotye. We utilized the HG35 homozygous HG35/B7 and

HG35/B27 transheterozygous larae to analyze any brain defect. In order to visualize the

brain in live animals we established a line in which the lethal alleles and a CNS specifIc

GFP trans gene were balanced over the translocation w; 
T(2;3)CyO- TM6B. From these

crosses non- Tb larae (i.e. yw; HG35/B7; N2-GFP/N2- GFP larae; see Materials and

Methods) were compared with wild tye animals under a fluorescent microscope for brain

morphological defect. Larae obtained from HG35 homoallelic and heteroallelic

combinations of all thee alleles had elongated VNC with smaller brain lobes (Fig. IV.3B

D and IVAB, C). Ths brain phenotye was rescued by the genomic as well as hsp70

indU( ed wor transgene (Fig. IVAD , E). The trans genes rescued the brain-phenotye of

homozygous larvae (HG35), even though the lethality was not rescued (Fig. IVAE and
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data not shown). The rescue of the elongated brain phenotype by wor supports our

conclusion that wor is essential for brain development in Drosophila.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis of thee 1(2)35Da lethal alleles demonstrates that the lethality is due

to defect in wor fiction. We also show that this lethality is lined to a laral brain

morphological defect. We show that both the lethality and the brain phenotye can 

effciently rescued by a wor transgene, suggesting a role for wor in laral CNS

development. Our earlier work has shown that wor has redundant fiction, with Snail , in

embryonic CNS (Ashraf et al. 1999). Since the larval Nbs originate from the embryonic

Nbs , it is possible that the developmental role of wor is conserved between the embryo

and larva. In the absence of high levels of Snail or Escargot expression in the laral brain

Wor seems to be the major player in laral CNS development.

In this study, we provide detailed analysis of thee wor alleles. ConfIrming earlier

observation that hemizygous lethality is embryonic, our analysis also suggests that the

lethality in heterozygous combinations of these alleles is post-embryonic (Ashburer 

al. 1990). Since , the transheterozygotes of HG35, B7 and B27 in all combinations are

larval to pupal lethal and that in hemizygous combination, with a defIciency of this region

the lethality is embryonic we conclude that 1(2)35Da alleles are hypomorphic. Since

HG35 homozygous anmals die at early larval stages (second instar) and heterozygous

ones surive til third instar laral stages , the stage of lethality is probably dependent on
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Figure IV.

Brain phenotype in 1(2)35Da alleles. Plies of the genotype 1(2)35DaICyO; N GFPIN

GFP transgene were rebalanced over w; T(2:3)CyO- TM6B translocation (see Materials

and Methods). Homoallelic and heteroallelic combinations were then tested for brain

phenotype. Panels A and C show a wild type lara that was not balanced over the

translocation. Brains shown in panels B and D are from HG35 allele rebalanced with the

translocation. A non- Tb lara was easily identified as homozygous for HG35 and was

scored for the phenotype (panel B and D). The larae in these panels are at second insta

stage (see Appendix 1 for life cycle of Drosophila). Panels A and C are images of the

same lara, but at different magnification. The same is tre for panels Band D. Similar

phenotype was also observed in heteroallelic combinations of all the thee 35Da alleles

(data not shown, but see IVAC).



...
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Figure IV.

Rescue of brain phenotype by worniu coding sequence. To test if wor coding sequnce

can rescue the brain morphology phenotype, a line with the genotype, 

1(2)35Da/CyO;P(wor)/P(wor) was rebalanced over the translocation w; T(2;3)CyO-TM6B.

The progeny of this cross was then crossed to w; 1(2)35Da; P(N GFP)/T(2;3) and Fl

generation larae were scored for rescue. A is wild type, B homozygous HG35 and C is

(HG35/B7) trans-heterozygous larae. D and E, larae caring both wor and N GFP

trans genes as indicated. In these larae, only one of each transgene is present.
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the weekness of individual alleles. However, our attempt to identify nonsense or other

mutations in any of the alleles was unsuccessful. It is possible that the loss of wor fuction

is due to somewhat reduced level of expression rather than complete loss of fuction.

It is presumed that RNAi usually phenocopies a null allele. Since the RNA was

injected at an early embryonic stage (and that we had only 10- 12% laral phenotye) it is

possible that there were many that were embryonic lethal but evaded identifIcation. The

laral phenotye that we observed could represent a hypomorphic wor allele. At present

we do not know what the embryonic loss of fuction phenotye would be , even though

wor clearly has a redundant role durng that stage. Targeted gene knockout of wor wil be

benefIcial to distinguish between a hypomorphic phenotye , as in 1(2)35Da alleles, and a

null phenotye. Based on the observation, that hemizygous combinations are embryonic

lethal, we might expect that a complete null would also be embryonic lethal. Even though

it has been proposed that Wor is redundant with Sna in embryonic CNS and controls

asymmetr and cell division , this suggests that wor has an alternative role in embryonic

development. Targeted knockout of wor wil help us gain a better understading of its role

in CNS development.

The brain morphological phenotye of wor though specifIc , is not surrising

considerig the high level expression of wor in ths tissue. Wor is redundant with Sna in

embryonic Nbs, therefore, it is possible that Wor has a conserved but more independent

role at larval stage of CNS development. It is, therefore, possible that Wor affects mitosis

in laral Nbs , though our effort to identify such a defect in HG35/B7 trans-heterozygous

laral brain was inconclusive.
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There are many reports of larval brain morphological defect. Lack of nutrtion, for

, contrbutes to inibition of mitosis in laral Nbs , which in effect produces longer

brain, similar to wor mutation (Truan et al. 1993; Awad and Truan, 1997; Britton and

Edgar, 1998). It is important to note that stg activity is not the limiting factor at this stage

of development, but rather cdc2 ftction and the control of G liS transition is the critical

determinant (Edgar and Orr-Weaver, 2001). Esg, a Wor homolog, modulates cdc2 activity

to influence G liS transition in larval imaginal disc cells, resulting in the inibition of

endoreplication and establishment of diploid state (Hayashi and Yamaguchi, 1999). If this

mechansm is conserved, Wor might be predicted to control cdc2 activity to inibit

endoreplication and establish the rapid mitotic state oflaral Nb. This hypothesis predicts

that maintenance of diploidy is the most conserved ftction of Sna family proteins in

evolution.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila stocks

For most experiments CantonS and w flies were used as wild-tye controls.

Stocks were obtained either from the Bloomington Stock Center or from the stock

collection in Michael Ashbumer s lab. The HG35 (Adh 1(2)35DaHG35 en vg/In(2LR)O,

pr cn ); B7 (l(2)35Dcl en bw sp/ln(2LR) Cy dp lvI 
pr cn

); 

and B27 (l(2)35DaB27 en

bw sp/ln(2LR) Cy dp lvI 
pr cn lines have been previously described (Ashburer et al.

1990).

Screening of Drosophila genomic library and cloning of genomic wor.

A. genomic library was screened for genomic fragment caring the entire wor

QPen reading frame (ORF). A 900 bp KpnI/San fragment of the original wor cDNA

(pNB40wor) was used as a probe. Screenig was performed following standard protocols.

Phage was grown on E. co,l P2392 cells in the presence of MgS04 and SM media. Phage

was titrated to obtain approximately to 10 000 pfu (plaque forming unts) per A. plate.

When plaques were visible, a Nalgene fIter paper was placed on the lawn of bacterial

cells and the plaques were lifted. Probe was prepared following standard protocol and

fIlters were incubated with the probe. Subsequently, the fIters were exposed to an

autoradiogram. The position of the dark spot on the autoradiogram indicated the presence

of a clone on the original plate with the wor 0 RF. Several such plaques were isolated and
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purfIed upon secondary screening. After the secondary screen, candidate clones were

digested with EcoRI and tested for predicted genomic organization (information obtained

from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project) by Southern blot. Two clones had the

predicted organization, one of which was cloned into pKS+ The ends of the fragment

were confIrmed by sequencing.

Plasmids

To generate the transformation plasmid with wor cDNA under the heat-shock inducible

promoter, an EcoRI fragment with the wor cDNA was cloned into the transformation vector

phsp70CaSpeR. This was done by PCR amplifIcation and cloning ofwor cDNA into the EcoRI

site of Several clones were sequenced to eliminate the possibility of PCR induced

mutations. One clone matching the wild-tye wor sequence was then sub cloned into

phsp70CaspeR for injection. To generate a plasmid with genomic wor a 13-kb EcoRI fragment

from the A phage containing the entire wor gene and genomic sequences representing roughly 6

kb 5' to the transcriptional initiation site and 5 kb 3' to the translational stop site was sub cloned

into EcoRI site of pCaSpeR (Thumel and Piott, 1992).

Lethal phase analysis

To examine embryonic lethality from zygotic mutations, balanced wor mutat

fles were out crossed to wild-tye 

(y 

w) fles to remove the lethality associated with the

balancer. The unbalanced mutants were then crossed inter-se and 25% of the fertile eggs

assumed to be homozygous for the mutations. Embryos were collected and the
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percentage of dead embryos determined. To determine the percentage of dead wor mutant

embryos in each case, eggs were collected on agar plates and the number of unatched

eggs determined in 24 hr. Unhatched eggs were aged another 3 to 5 days and eggs that

tued brown after this incubation were scored as dead embryos. White eggs were scored

as unfertilized and were eliminated from fuher analysis.

Transgenic rescue of lethality and brain phenotype.

Transformants with genomic wor constrct and hswor were generated by standard

procedures. Lines with transgene on the 3 chromosome were selected. To test the rescue

of lethality, each of the three lethal alleles and Dj(2L)osp29/CyO were crossed to fles

carring one of the rescue transgene and lines were established. Stadard genetic crosses

were followed to establish such lines. To test for rescue oflethality, 

Dj(2L)osp29/CyO; +/TM3Ser males were crossed to yw; 1(2)35Da/CyO; P(wor

hswor )/TM6y + virgins. Progeny were scored for straight wing fles with the presence or

absence of balancer chromosomes. Transheterozygous straight wing fles were obtained

only when the trans gene was present. All TM6y fles had Cy wings , which served as an

internal control. All rescue experiments were performed following a similar scheme.

To identify second or third instar larae homozygous or transheterozygous for wor

mutations chromosomes bearng the 1(2)35Da (HG35, B27 or B7) was rebalanced over w;

T(2;3)CyO-TM6B a translocation between the second chromosome balancer CyO and the

third chromosome balancer TM6B (kidly provided by Dr. Michael Goldberg). w;

T(2;3)CyO- TM6B includes the dominant larval/pupal marker Tubby, so the desired mutant
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animals were chosen on the basis of their non- Tubby phenotye. These lines were used to

monitor the stages oflethality, as any non- Tb lara can be monitored by naked eye for

their wandering behavior. Similarly, 1(2)35Da lines carring the Nz-GFP trans gene on the

chromosome were also rebalanced with the w; T(2:3)CyO- TM6B. Pupae that were both

Tb and expressed GFP were separated and allowed to self-cross to establish lines. Trans-

heterozygous larvae from these lines were scored under a fluorescent microscope for any

brain phenotye. To test the rescue of the brain phenotye and lethality, lines with both

1(2)35Da alleles and wor transgene were also rebalanced over translocation w; T(2:3)CyO-

TM6B. Pupae that were were collected and self crossed to establish line. The progeny

were then mated with flies with genotye w; 1(2)35Da;N2- GFP/T(2:3) and non-

larae monitored for rescue of brain phenotye and surival.

RNA in situ hybridization.

Laral tissue was dissected and fIxed as described (Wolff, 2000). The stainng was

performed as described previously (Hemavathy et al. 1997; Ashraf et al. , 1999).

Double stranded RNA preparation and RNAi.

wor cDNA was PCR amplifIed and cloned into the EcoRI site of pCCMl13 (kindly

provided by Drs. Hiroaki Tabara and Craig C. Mello). The vector pCCMl13 has two 

promoters in opposite directions that allow a cloned fragment of DNA to be transcribed by

T7 RNA polymerase alone. The RNA produced by in vitro transcription was annealed in

the same reaction mixtue durg the time of transcription, without any denatuation
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renatuation process. The reaction product was re-suspended in injection buffer and

injected into the ventral-anterior side of embryos.
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CHAPTER V

j m
SUMMARY

1== Snail protein family in Drosophila

The Drosophila genome reveals three closely related gene products (Sna, Esg and

w or) that belong to the Sna family of zinc fmger proteins. Expression of Sna in the

; .

presumptive mesoderm is essential for its role in gastrlation and mesoderm development

(Ip et al. 1994a; Hemavathy et al. 1997; Leptin, 1999). In Drosophila no other Sna

related protein is expressed in the presumptive mesoderm. Therefore, ths exclusive

expression and fuction may be one of the primary forces for maintaining this gene

though evolution. In other tissues, however, where Sna is expressed, there is overlapping

expression with at least one or more Sna family members.

There is functional redundancy between the Snail family members.

In the embryonic CNS sna and wor have similar expression pattern. The work

presented in this thesis has revealed that the three most conserved Sna family member

Sna, Wor and Esg are redundant in embryonic CNS. This is also the fIrst demonstration

of a role of Sna in CNS development. Given that there are Snail orthologs in other

species and that some have expression in comparative tissues , it has been postulated that

Sna family have conserved developmental role through metazoan evolution (Hemavathy

et al. 2000a; Mananares et al. , 2001).
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Expression of sna and esg in imaginal disc contrbute to fuctional redundancy. In

wing imaginal disc sna and esg double mutant have loss of vestigial marker gene

expression (Fuse et al. 1996). In wing disc sna and esg also auto and cross-activate each

other s expression (Fuse et al. , 1996).

In the embryonic CNS sna and wor appears to have signifIcant fuctional

redundancy, as the absence of one gene do not affect signifIcantly the expression of CNS

markers. On the contrary, double mutant embryos , as revealed by overlapping

defIciencies that uncover sna and wor have signifIcant loss ofGMC marker gene

expression, suggesting that sna and wor may be suffcient, but not essential for CNS

development. Predictably, wor expression, in CNS does not depend on sna as sna mutant

embryos have no defect in wor expression (data not presented). Unlike sna expression

wor expression is more responsive to proneural genes. Therefore, there appears to be

some divergence in how these two genes are regulated.

f11

Strctual similarity and co-expression does not necessarily contrbute to

fuctional redundancy. For example , though Sna and Scrt are both expressed in

embryonic CNS (Roark et al. 1995), sna and scrt single or double mutant embryos have

no obvious defect in CNS (Ip et al. 1994b; Roark et al. 1995), suggesting that other

genes that are redundant with sna or scrt might exist. scrt and dpn (deadpan another pan-

neural gene , encodes a bHLH protein) double mutant embryos , however, have defect in

CNS development, suggesting fuctional redundancy between these two strctually

unelated proteins (Roark et al. , 1995).
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Snail fuctions as a transcriptional repressor in presumptive mesoderm.

Therefore, in ftrst assumption, Snail may have a conserved molecular fuction in CNS.

Chapter II and III discusses evidence, which suggests that Sna promotes neuroblast

asymmetr and cell division in CNS. As a repressor of transcription, therefore, Sna could

repress genes that prevent these processes (neurogenic genes). Snail would, therefore , be

a repressor of a repressor. With very close strctual homology and fuctional

redundancy, W ornu can be predicted to have similar fuction. In tissue cultue

experiments, W omiu fuctions as a transcriptional repressor and also can bind Snail

taget sites in vitro (data not shown). Even though, the immediate target genes in CNS

remains unclear, our analysis demonstrates that redundant fuction of Sna and Wor

involves , in par, the maintenance of proper asymmetr by activating Inscuteable

expression and control of cell cycle progression by activating zygotic expression of a

critical cell cycle regulator Cdc25stg. Discussed below is how Snail and Womiu might be

involved in asymmetrc Nb division.

Asymmetric Cell Division and Spindle polarity.

Nb division is associated with change in spindle polarty. The Nb, unlike the

epithelium where it originates , divides in apical-basal polarty (90 perpendicular to

planar polarity, which is the along the AlP body axis). The epithelial cells , on the

contrary, divide along the axis of planar polarity. Planar polarty is dependent on the

fuction ofthe Frizzled, a seven-pass transmembrane receptor, and Dishevelled

(Knoblich, 2001). These two proteins are also involved in wingless signal transduction
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though the role of wingless in tissue polarity has not been determined due to diffculty

with widespread effect of wg on pattern formation. However, ectopic expression in eye

imaginal disc results in tissue polarity defects (Tomlinson et al. 1997). Even though

downstream targets of Fz and Dsh for tissue polarity are different from those of wingless

signal transduction pathway. Molecules such as RhoA, Drok, Flamingo are involved in

tissue polarity and are responsive to Fz mediated signaling (Jan and Jan, 2000; Knoblich

2001) .

APC, which is a component of adherens junctions is essential for maintenace of

planar polarity in epithelial cells (Lu et al. 2001). APC also is a potential inibitor of

wingless signal transduction pathway, though in Drosophila no genetic evidence exists to

support this prediction (Wodarz and Nusse, 1998). Although, exactly the opposite

phenotye has been obtained in C. elegans and Xenopus APC loss of fuction assays

(Rocheleau et al. 1997; Vleminckx et al. 1997). Other adherens junctions components

(E-cadherin) also seem to have similar role in maintaining planar polarty (Lu et al.

2001). How adherens junctions components might be involved in establishment of

polarty is unclear. However, APC clearly has a positive input towards Fz mediated

planar polarity, since in the absence of APC, the cells loose their planar polarity and

assume apical-basal polarity.

Durg Nb delamination, Inscuteable expression is essential and suffcient for

asymetr and apical-basal spindle polarty (Knoblich, 2001). Sna and Wor also

expresses in the delaminated Nb (Kosman et aI. 1991; Ip et al. 1994b; Ashraf et al.

1999). Ths thesis describes the involvement of sna and wor in regulation of insc
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expression in Nb (chapter III). In the absence of Sna protein family insc expression is

reduced, contrbuting to loss of pro spero RNA localization and Pro spero segragation into

the GMC nucleus. These defects can be rescued by transgenic expression of Sna protein

family. Another group has come to the same conclusion and have suggested that Insc

translation is also affected when Sna family of proteins are absent (Cai et aI. , 2001). APC

mediated planar polarity can be overrdden by ectopic expression of Insc in epithelial

cells (Kraut et al. 1996; Lu et aI. 2001; Bellaiche et al. 2001). Insc expression in Nb

could, therefore , be dependent on an inductive signal from the loss of APC expression. In

this scenaro, APC would be a potential downstream target for repression by Snail protein

family.

Coordination of asymmetry and cell cycle components.

Cell cycle progression is essential for localization of determinants durg Nb

asymmetrc cell division (Spana and Doe, 1995; Doe and Bowerman, 2001). Cdc25stg

fuction is required for cortical Pro spero localization (Spana and Doe, 1995). In stg

mutant embryos the Nbs form normally, but cannot proceed with cell cycle (Cui and Doe

1995). This block in cell cycle contrbutes to loss of Pro spero localization on the basal

cortex ofNbs and GMC nucleus. This results in complete loss of sub-lineage marker

gene , such as even-skipped (eve), expression (Spana and Doe, 1995; Cui and Doe, 1995).

Similar localization defect was also observed for Miranda (Spana and Doe, 1995;

Knoblich et al. , 1995).
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Chapter III describes our fIndings that Sna family of proteins regulate CNS

expression of stg. In the absence of Sna family of proteins, Nb expression of stg 

diminished resultig in reduced mitosis in these cells. Ths results in loss of Prospero in

the nucleus ofGMCs and expression ofGMC markers such asftz and eve (chapter II).

Co-expression of stg and insc under the control of 2. 8kb snail promoter can effciently

rescue Prospero localization defect. In addition, evidence is presented in favor of Sna as a

transcriptional repressor in CNS. The discussion that follows attempts to integrate the

fIndings and proposes alternative models.

Recent work from other laboratories have shed some light into the possible role of

Cdc2 kiase, the substrate for Strg, in controlling apical localization of Bazooka

complex and Inscuteable (Tio et al. 2001). In cdc2 mutant Nbs and GMCs Insc is

abnormally localized, which might in effect indirectly contrbute to abnormal Prospero

and Miranda localization described above. However, the stg mutant phenotye is

different from that of the insc or cdc2 mutat phenotye. Unlike insc and cdc2 mutants

where Prospero sometimes is properly though randomly segregated into the GMC

nucleus, in stg mutant embryos Pro spero remains in the Nb cytoplasm or nucleus.

Therefore , regulation of Insc and Baz complex localization, though activation of Cdc2

is probably only one par of Strg s role in defIning asymetr durng Nb division.

Arguments in favor of two parallel and independent pathways for controllng

proper Nb division have also been presented in chapter III. However, in light of the

evidence of cdc2 controlling Insc localization, the cell cycle pathway obviously has some
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influence on the asymmetr pathway. In any event, it appears though that stg affects

Prospero localization though both cdc2 dependent and independent pathways.

Since stg mutant phenotye is similar though not identical to the phenotye in

osp29 defIciency, we can assume that the phenotye in osp29 homozygous embryos is

due to loss of both insc and stg simultaneously. It is possible that the combination of insc

'a '
and stg mutats wil mimic ops29 homozygous embryos even more closely.

Ths study, however, indicates that insc and stg are not directly under

transcriptional control of Sna family of proteins. What might be the direct targets are not

clear; though it is conceivable that fuction of gene(s) that would contrbute to repression

of insc and stg expression is a good candidate. Such gene( s) would have to be expressed

early enough durg the delamination process , before insc expression. In the wing

imaginal disc wingless (wg) has been shown to repress stg expression with the one of

non-proliferating ells (ZNC) (Johnston and Edgar, 1998). It is , therefore , possible that

'II such molecules are repressed durg Nb delamination to allow stg expression.

Therefore, it is possible that downeguation of wg, APC, crumbs or molecules

which must be repressed that in effect provides an inductive cue for the expression of

insc and stg so that the cell can now assume apical-basal spindle polarity and undergo

coordinated cell division. The expression of insc and stg might be coordinated by

regulation of a single molecule or might be independent due to regulation of diverse

molecules by Sna family. As discussed, the identity of such molecules is unown.

It is also possible that Snail directly activates the expression of insc and stg. The

CtBP interaction, therefore, would be required for transcription activation fuction of
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Snail. No clear genetic evidence exists that predicts Snail s role as a transcription

activator. However, molecular work has predicted a transcription activation domain

within the N-terminus of Snail (K. Hemavathy, unpublished data). Moreover, CtBP have

also been predicted to interact with Hairy and interfere with the Mad and Hairy

dependent transcription repression (Phippen et al. 2000). Such evidence has only been

obtained in tissue cultue, so fuher work is required to assess possibly diverse roles of

dCtBP in transcription repression.

But why inscuteable? At the end, it is essential to ask why inscuteable induction

should be signifIcant. Insc is required to coordinate and affect varous aspects of

asymetrc cell divisions of neural progenitors. This fuction requires that Insc be

localized to the apical cortex of a delaminating Nb. This apical localization of Insc is

dependent on a Bazooka and Pins. Localization of Baz and Pins are also dependent on

Insc. Unlike baz and pins which are also expressed in neuroepithelium insc expression is

restrcted within the Nbs. Baz provides cue to couple spindle orientation with protein

localization both in epithelial cells and Nbs. Within epithelial cells , adherens junctions (in

addition to Lgl and Dgl) influence apical localization of Baz complex, but in Nb the loss

of adherens junctions may requie other players to maintain apical Baz complex. Insc

fuction may, therefore , be the critical lin that stabilize the Bazooka dependent apical-

basal polarty cue, stabilize the orientation of the mitotic spindle and localize Miranda

and Numb complexes to the basal side, events that in effect ensures asymmetrc division
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ofNb. A positive regulation of insc expression would, therefore, be required for Nbs to

initiate asymetrc cell division.

-"- 

And why string? Maternal contrbution of string allows Drosophila embryo to

develop past cycle 14. However, at ths time , maternal string is diminished and zygotic

expression of stg ensues. Nb delamination precedes zygotic stg expression. After

delamination, Nbs awaits this zygotic expression of stg to proceed into mitosis. Positive

regulation of stg expression, therefore , is essential to subsequent neural development. stg

expression possibly also influences cdc2-mediated maintenance of apical Baz complex

and cdc2 independent maintenance of Miranda complex at the basal cortex.

From gastrulation to neurogenesis: Is Snail on a single path? Snail is essential

for gastrlation and mesoderm formation (Leptin, 1995; Leptin, 1999). This thesis

describes role of Snail durng neurogenesis. It is possible that Snail controls the same or

similar sets of genes at different stages of developmental. One of the downstream target

genes of Sna durg gastration is fog. Though no direct regulation has been

documented, in sna mutant embryos fog expression is diminshed. Therefore , Snail might

repress genes that repress fog expression. It has been predicted that Fog recruits

Concertina, a Ga subunit, to the apical side of cells undergoing invagination. However

the most likely candidate of Fog receptor remains unown. It is intrgung that durg

Nb asymmetrc division Pins , a Gai subunit interacting protein, is recruited to apical

cortex by Insc, a protein also under control of Sna. The end result of both processes is
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probably modulation of Rho A mediated cytoskeletal organization (Leptin, 1999;

Bellaiche et al. 2001). Since fog and 
insc are possibly not the immediate targets of Snail

it would be interesting to fId out a common or even diverse immediate downstream

targets in these two signifIcant developmental processes.

Embryo to larva: worniu function in post-embryonic CNS development.

Apar ftom the role in embryonic CNS wor is necessary for laral brain

development. Amongst the thee independent alleles obtained from earlier genetic screen

none appears to be null. The morphological defect in laral brain is probably due to

diminished fuction of wor. We were not able to fInd any consistent DNA sequence

change in the wor gene , in 1(2)35Da alleles, to explain this phenotye. However, a lesion

could exist in regulatory elements upstream or downstream of wor ORF that reduces wor

fuction. RNAi phenocopy of the brain phenotye also supports that wor is involved in

laral CNS development.

Laral Nb originates in the embryo. However, unlike the embryonic Nbs, which

divide only 5-7 times, larval Nbs divide more than 70 times to generate a series of GMCs.

At late embryonic stage , Nb stops dividing and awaits the larva to hatch. About 10 hrs

after larvae hatches , the Nbs start dividing once again. Most of the division takes place in

the proliferating centers of the central brain and the thoracic segment of the ventral nerve

cord. Durg the growth of the larae, the brain Nbs continues to divide and the brain

grows as well. At laral stage the growth is predominantly dependent on nutrtion as lack

of food results in cessation of mitosis, which results in elongation of the brain (Truan 
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al., 1993). On the contrary, loss offiction 19l mutation produces the opposite effect with

overproliferation of brain cells and a larger brain (Bilder et al. 2000). The opposing

phenotyes can be used as a thread to explain wor phenotye. Indeed, if wor fictions in

laral brain to provide positive regulation of mitosis as well, loss of wor would result in

loss of laral brain cells, consequently a smaller brain. Since, laral Nbs are of embryonic

origin, it is possible that wor have conserved role in embryonic and laral CNS.

CONCLUSION

The work presented in this thesis provides evidence in favor of an essential role for Sna

family proteins in Drosophila CNS development. In addition Snail , W omiu and Escargot

have redundant fictions to coordinate asymetr and cell division in embryonic Nbs.

To achieve this goal , they control the expression of insc and stg, two critical components

in these two pathways. However, the regulation of expression of these two tagets

appears indirect as disruption of repression fiction also disrupts Snail s abilty to

fiction in CNS.

Our work, therefore , demonstrates role of Sna family of transcription factors in

CNS development, but probably have not identifIed the immediate downstream target

genes. Futue work wil need to focus on the identifIcation of anyone or more of these

targets in CNS.
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Appendix 1: Life Cycle of Drosophila melanogaster

Figure l. Drosophila life cycle. Drosophila life is divided into four stages: embryo

lara, pupa and adult. The laral life is subdivided in three stages, fIst, second and the

third instar.
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Appendix 2. Developmental Stages of Drosophila Embryo
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Figure 2. Lateral views of different developmental stages of Drosophila embryo.

Anterior is to the left. Stages 1-4 are cleavage stage embryo. At stage 5 a homogenous

cellular sheet surounds the central yolk (a blastoderm fate map is superimposed on it:

dark red, midgut; bright red, hind gut and foregut; orange , salivary gland; green

aminoserosa; yellow, mesoderm; blue, central nervous system; light blue , peripheral

nervous system; white , epidermis; grey, yolk; black dots , germ line cells). Gastrlation

begins at around stage 6 and continues til stage 8 , when the ventral cells invaginate

generating thee germ layers , mesoderm, ectoderm and the endoderm. Coincident with

gastration is the germ band elongation, at the end of which the Nbs delaminate (stage

9). Stage 10- 17 defInes stages of organogenesis and differentiation.

From: Leptin M. (1994). Embryos. Color Atlas of Development. J. Bard Editor. 113- 134.
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Appendix 3. Ectopic expression of wor in Drosophila eye
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Appendix 3. Ectopic expression of wor in Drosophila adult eye. Scanning electron

micrograph showing individual ommatidia that compose the wild tye adult Drosophila

eye (A). UAS-wor transgene was expressed using the UAS-GaI4 system, where Gal4

expression was drven by the eyeless promoter (ey-GaI4). UAS-wor/+ flies has

approximately 200 ommatidia as opposed to 800 in wild tye eye (B). UAS-worIUAS-

wor phenotye is variable. The weaker phenotye shows only one eye with

approximately 50 ommatidia, and the stronger phenotye are seen in adults with no eyes

(C and D). Another noticeable phenotye is the smaller size ofthe head when wor is over

expressed under the eyeless promoter (all panels are of equal magnifIcation).
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